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(LOAN 2215-KO)
PREFACE
This is the Project Completion Report (PCR) for the Small and
Medium Machinery Industry project in Korea, for which Loan 2215-KO in the
amount of US$70.0 million was approved on December 16. 1982. The loan was
made to four Project Entities: Small and Medium Industry Promotion
Corporation (SMIPC), Small and Medium Industry Bank (SMIB), Korea Long
Term Credit Bank (ILB), and Citizens National Bank (CNB). The loan closed
on December 31, 1987, one year behind schedule, with about US$23.9 million
of the loan amount undisbursed and cancelled. The last disbursement was
made on February 16, 1988.
The PCR was prepared by the Industry and Energy Operations
Division, Country Department II, Asia Region (Preface, Evaluation Sutmary,
Parts I and III). During a supervision mission on a follow-up project in
March, 1989, the mission discussed Parts I and III of the report with the
Project Entities. The mission received minor comments which have been
incorporated in the report.
Preparation of this PCR was initiated during a Bank supervision
mission in February, 1988. The Project Entities agreed to the following:
that SMIPC would prepare an outline of the PCR for its component; that CNB
would do a combined PCR for its two loans (Loan 2144-KO and 2215-3KO);
that SMIB would do a combined PCR for Loans 2004-KO and 2215-IKO; and that
KLB, due to its minor participation in the project, would not prepare a
PCR for its portion but instead furnish the Bank with statistical data.
SMIPC and CNB completed their respective PCRs in March, 1988 and July,
1988. The SMIPC PCR is included as Part II to this report while the CNB
PCR has been included in an earlier report for the Second CNB Project
(Loan 2144-KO).
This PCR is based, inter ala, on the Staff Appraisal Report;
the Loan, Guarantee and Project Agreements; supervision reports;
correspondence between the Bank and the Project Entities; internal Bank
memoranda; the Project Entities' annual reports and project data provided
by the Project Entities.
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EVALUATION SUMHARY
1. The project loan for US$70 million to the Republic of Korea was
approved on December 16, 1982. It followed a series of lines of credit
to development finance companies (DFCs) serving the small and medium
industry (SMI). This project represented a new Bank approach to SMI
lending in Korea by: first, including three key DFCs involved in the SMI
sector in a single project; second, explicitly addressing the issue of
industrial extension services to SMIs as a project component; and third,
focusing on a specific developmental bottleneck, in this case, the
machinery industry. The major project objectives were to: (a) provide
long-term resources to SMIB, CNB and KLB to support the requirements for
establishment, expansion, modernization, and balancing of facilities by
small and medium machinery producers; (b) provide technical assistance and
training through the Small and Medium Industry Promotion Corporation
(SMIPC), aimed at upgrading the technical competence and productivity of
the machinery industries; and (c) develop the institutional capability of
SMIPC to provide industrial extension services to SMIs. The project had
three componentss technical assistance, training, and credit (para. 3.01-
3.04).
2. The project fulfilled its technology upgrading objectives, but
experienced significant difficulties in achieving resource transfer goals.
The technical assistance component was highly successful. The project
developed a user oriented industrial extension service scheme, the
Production Technology Improvement Program (PROTIP), formulated with Bank
assistance provided in the course of sector work. Under the program,
foreign and domestic consultancy services were provided to assist small
and medium machinery producers to upgrade skills and improve their
productivity at the plant-level by more effectively using existing
technology. Unlike traditional extension services where agents teach what
they know with limited regard to the needs of SMIs, the focus of the
assistance was on solving the basic technical problems routinely
encountered by SMIs. These services, often provided by retired or semi-
retired free lance engineers, foremen and technicians working as
ccnsultants, were highly responsive to SHI needs and were well received.
Some 1,030 man-months of expatriate technical assistance services were
provided under PROTIP, about 162 more than originally anticipated.
Through PROTIP, SMIPC has developed effective approaches to problem
diagnosis, problem solving and systems of documentation conducive to
genuine transfer of technology (para. 5.05-5.07).
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3. It had originally been hoped that the project would promote
increased cost recovery for the technical assistance services provided,
but this did not materialize. This was due to the SHIs' limited ability
to pay and their general tendency to expect basic software assistance free
of charge. In an apparent effort to redress its relative neglect of the
SMI sector during the 19709, the Government did not pursue the cost
recovery policy (para. 5.08).
4. Against the original budget of US$ 800,000, only US$ 373,000 was
disbursed for the training component. This was mainly due to trainIng
grant funds provided by bilateral sources. In addition, overseas training
under the project was limited by difficulties in identifying SMI managers
interested and able to afford such training (para. 5.04).
5. The credit component experienced major delays due primarily to
competition from a subsidized Government credit scheme for SNI, which was
further expanded during the period. Utilization of the US$59 million
provided under the loan for this purpose also suffered fromt the
gene-rally high effective cost of the Bank loan to subborrowers, par-
ticularly considering the foreign exchange risk; the availability of
foreign currency resources through the Bank of Korea's Won conversion
facility entailing no currency risk; and the adverse investment climate
in 1981-82 and 1984-85 (para. 5.01).
6. In an effort to accelerate disbursement, project funds were
eventually opened up to all SMI subborrowers. The loan c'.osing date was
extended by one year to December 31, 1987. Nevertheless, a substantial
part of the loan amount was eventually cancelled: US$8.8 million of the
US$29 million for SMIB, US$12.9 million of the US$20 million for KLB.
About US$2 million of the USS$ll million provided to SMIPC was also
cancelled as a result of lower than expected consultant rates. The
performance of the subprojects financed under the project was satisfac-
tory; however, in terms of financial and economic benefits, regional and
subsectoral distribution, and the relatively small sizes of subborrowers
(para. 5.02).
7. The quality of the portfolio of the three DFCs involved was
excellent except for 1985 and 1986 when the collection rates for foreign
currency equipment loans decreased significantly. This was due primarily
to increased debt service needed as a result of the Won depreciation and
the relative slowdown of Korean economic growth. The financial positions
of the three DFCs remained generally satisfactory throughout the project,
although SMIB and CNB incurred operating losses in 1982 and 1983. This
was due to adjustments in the Government's interest rate policy, which
lowered the rate ceilings for lending and deposits to 102 p.a. and 82
p.a., respectively. While the lending rate reduction was effective
immediately, the rates for existing deposits were unchanged until
maturity, with many as high as 18X p.a. As the existing savings deposits
matured, profitability improved, and in 1985 both SMIB and CNB became
profitable again (para. 8.01).
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8. The project entities, SMIB, KLD and CNB are soundly managed and
sustainable institutions. The other entity, SMIPC has also developed its
institutional capabilities in part through strong government support. As
the support continues, the benefits derived from SKIPC's existence are
also assured. On the whole, the project only partially achieved its
original objectives. With substantial cancellations, the credit component
did not achieve its original objectives. However, the project contributed
significantly to the development and growth of an industrial extension
service scheme. In aidition, the project introduced a new sector-wide
approach to Bank lending to the Korean SKI sector (para. 6.01-6.03).
9. The main lessons from the project are as follows (para. 10.01):
(a) There is a risk involved in limiting the fund eligibility too
narrowly for SMI credit projects (machinery industry subsector,
in this case);
(b) There are practical difficulties in recovering a significant
portion of costs from extension services to SMIs, and;
(c) Caution should be taken in resorting to expatriate consultant
assistance in a task which is innovative in nature and requires
intimate local knowledge and local language skills.
PBRJECT COMPLETION REPORT
KOREA
SMALL AND MEDIUM MACHINERY INDUSTRY PROJECT
(LOAN 2215-O)
PART I: PROJECT REVIEW PROM BANK'S PERSPECTIVE
1. Proiect Identity
Name _ Small and Medium Machinery Industry Project
Loan Number s 2215-1D
RVP Unit s Asia Region
Country t Republic of Korea
Sector : Industry
Subsector t Small and Medium Industry
2. BackRround
2.01 Throughout the 1970s, the Government of Korea concentrated its
industrial sector investment on large, capital-intensive industries, often
to the neglect of small and medium industries and eventually resulting in
a sharp rise in capital intensity and overcapacity. The onset of
international economic recession in 1979 exacerbated the problems of
excess capac±ty and misallocation of investment resources by triggering
a substantial reduction of industrial output, with machinery industries
among the most seriously affected activities. Since continued growth of
the machinery industries was to play a key role in Korea's manufacturing
growth during the Fifth Plan period (1982-86) as the only subsector
capable of generating the -necessary economic expansion, the Bank assisted
the Government to address problems in the industries. Bank support
focused on the small and medium general machinery producers which Bank
sector work (Korea: Development of the Machinery Industries, Report No.
2130-R0, March 19, 1979) had identified as being particularly in need of
technical assistance to resolve problems in areas such as choice of
equipment, operating practices, labor training, product quality and level
and absorption of technical know-how. Resolution of these problems was
critical if Korea was to compete effectively on the world market as well
as supply its own domestic manufacturing industry with the machinery and
equipment which was then imported.
2.02 The provision of technical assistance and training to the small
and medium industries (SMI) was considered particularly important since
they had less capacity than larger enterprises to obtain assistance on
their own. They also constituted the core of the general machinery
industries, an area where investment in technical assistance and training
was likely to have the highest pay-offs. Until this project, the avail-
ability of technical assistance to SMI was very limited. The institution-
al base for industrial extension services to SMI was overly fragmented and
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lacked coordination, and the absence of well-articulated policies and
objectives in the SKI sector left extension services without any sense of
direction and focus. In 1979, the Government began to correct this situa-
tion by establishing the Small and Medium Industry Promotion Corporation
(SHIPC) to concentrate technical assistance on priority subsectors, train
extension officers and coordinate technical assistance services. Further-
more, under the Bank-assisted Small and Medium Industry Bank Project (Loan
2004-KO), the Government completed a comprehensive study of the industrial
extension services provided to SMIs in Korea and developed a set of action
programs, which were implemented under this project.
3. Pro3ect Obiectives and Description
3.01 A Bank loan of US$70 million to the Republic of Korea for the
Small and Medium Machinery Industry Project was approved on December 16,
1982. The main project objectives were tos (a) provide long-term foreign
currency resources to support the requirements for establishment, expan-
sion, moderni-zation, and balancing of facilities by small and m2dium
machinery producers; (b) provide technical assistance and training aimed
at upgrading the techni-cal competence and productivity of machinery
industries; and (c) build up SMIPC's institutional capacity for providing
extension services to SMIs.
3.02 The project had three components:
(a) Technical Assistance. This component provided foreign and
domestic consultancy services to assist small and medium
machinery producers upgrade their skill levels and improve
their productivity by more effectively using existing technol-
ogy.
(b) Training. This component provided training courses on- and
off-the-job for target groups in small and medium machinery
industrie, to improve their skills and knowledge of production
technology and enhance their productivity.
(c) Credit. This component provided long-term investment funds to
small and medium machinery industries through three development
finance companies (DFCs), the Small and Medium Industry Bank
(SMIB), the K-rea Long-term Credit Bank (KLB) and the Citizens
National Bank (CNB), all of which catered to small and medium
machinery producers of various sizes, RLB for medium-sized
producers (between 100 and 300 employees); SMIB for small and
medium-sized producers (up to 300 employees); and CNB for small
producers (up to lO0 employees).
SMIPC was the executing agency for the technical assistance and training
components.
4. Proiect Design and organization
4.01 Prior to this operation, the Bank had extensive involvement in
the Korean $MI sector. However, unlike the prior operations which had
focused on institutional development of the DFCs serving the sector, this
project introduced several innovations. First, it included three key
financial intermediaries involved in the sector under a single project.
Second, it explicitly addressed the issue of industrial extension services
to SMI as a project component. Finally, it focused on developmental con-
straints to specific segments of the SMI, namely the machinery industries,
in view of their importance and growth prospects. This represented a new
Bank approach to industrial lending in Korea, having a sector-wide focus
and concentrating on a number of key constraints affecting an important
SMI subsector. In general, most of these innovations were introduced at
an appropriate time.
4.02 The Bank sector report mentioned above contributed significantly
to the conceptualization and design of the project's technical assistance
delivery scheme. Under that scheme, SMIPC would develop a roster of for-
eign and domestic consultants, many of whom were retired or semi-retired
free lance engineers, foremen and technicians. Upon the request of a
client, SMIPC would diagnose problems and identify consultants who were
capable of proviling specific solutions. While some consultant services
were provided on broader subjects such as industrial engineering and
production planning arrangements, the bulk of the services were focused
on the more basic problems routinely experienced by SMIs, including work
method analysis (workplace layout, tools and design), machine tool
maintenance, and basic skills transfer (welding, forging, foundry and
milling).
4.03 As a result of prior Bank operations -- four involving SMIB, two
for CNB and eight for [LB, all financial intermediaries involved in the
project had relatively well developed institutional capacities to execute
the credit component and to manage their assets and liabilities. Orig-
inally, the Korea Production Technology Corporation (KO! EC) was expected
to be the executing agency for the technical assistance and training
components. KOPTEC, established in early 1981, was entrusted with the
responsibility of administering a program of providing in-plant guidance
to upgrade technological capabilities of SMIs. As part of rationalization
of industrial extension institutions, KOPTEC was merged into SMIPC in May
1982, subsequent to the project appraisal mission. The Bank reappraised
SMIPC and considered its institutional capabilities satisfactory.
5. Proiject Performance
_.01 The Credit Component. Disbursement under this component,
accounting for US$59 million of the loan amount, experienced major delays,
in part due to competition from the Small and Medium Industry Promotion
Fund (SMIPP), a government-subsidized credit program specifically targeted
to the SMIs (Table 3 of Part III). SMIPF loans had an interest rate of
92 and were denominated in local currency, thus involved no foreign
exchange risks. On the other hand, the relending rate of the Bank loan
for DFCs participating in the project was set at the standard variable
rate plus a 2? spread to cover the CoB' incurred by the DFC in processing
subloan applications and supervising iubproiects. This translated into
an onlending rate of 13.6Z p.a. at the start of the project and 12.5 in
1984 before foreign exchange risks. The effective cost of Bank funds rose
even higher after mid-1985 when the US dollar dropped in value vis-a-vis
Swiss franc, German Mark and Japanese Yen. The Bank was not successful
in convincing the Government to scale down the SMIPF scheme, which the
latter considered to be an instrument to accelerate SMI development,
compensating for relative neglect of the sector during the 19709. Also
affecting subborrower response to project credit were the accessibility
of foreign currency resources through the Bank of Korea's Won conversion
facility which entailed no currency risk and the adverse investment
climate in 1981182 and 1984/85 which dampened demand for credit.
5.02 In 1985, the Bank lifted one constraint to disbursement of this
component by agreeing to expand the eligibility for loan proceeds to SNIs
in all subsectors, and in 1986, it extended the loan closing date by a
year (until December 31, 1987). to provide the implementing agencies with
additional time in which to use the loan funds. These measures were not,
however, sufficient to substantially increase loan commitments and
disbursements, and by loan closing a substantial portion of the credit
component had been cancelleds US$8.8 million out of the original US$29
million for SMIB and US$12.9 million out of the original US$20 million for
KLB. Virtually all of US$10 million allocated to CNB were disbursed.
5.03 However, apart from lower than expected utilization of funds
provided under the component, the project was largely successful in terms
of financial and economic benefits. Based on a sample survey, ex post
financial rates of return (FRR) ranged from 221 to 30X, while ex post
economic rates of return (ERR) ranged 34X to 60X. Subprojects financed
by the three banks were on target in terms of project completion dates.
CNB subprojects were also very accurate in terms of project cost esti-
mates. However, subprojects financed by SMIB and XLB showed much larger
fluctuations, because they included relatively large and complex projects.
Regional and sectoral distribution of subprojects were satisfactory. The
utilization of credit was also satisfactory in view of the relatively
small sizes of subborrowers (Tables 4.A, B and C of Part III).
5.04 The Training Component. Against the original budget of
US$800,000, only US$373,000 was disbursed. This is mostly '-ecause of
training grant funds provided by bilateral sources, notably from Japan.
In addition, SMIPC experienced difficulties in identifying SMI managers
for overseas training since few were interested in and able to afford the
time and expense for even short-term training. In all, 35 SMI technicians
were trained overseas, whose training expenses were borne by SHIPC's
operational expenses. The Bank funds were used to finance SMIPC's own
staff training program, which included long-term overseas training of 27
extension engineers, and 45 short-term visits (Table 4.D of Part III).
The domestic training provided in Seoul and at SMIPC's training facilities
at Banwohl established in 1982, were generally well attended. At present
about 9,000 managerial, supervisory, engineering, and technical personnel
are trained annually at Banwohl.
5.05 The Technical Assistance Component. This component, which con-
stituted an important part of SMIPC's Production Technology Improvement
Program (PROTIP), progressed smoothly. Under the program, SMIPC assisted
the SMls by (a) identifying and rectifying common problems in priority
areas; (b) providing guidance and consultancy service on plant-level tech-
nology using domestic and foreign experts; (c) gathering and disseminating
information on production technology required to break preduction bottle-
necks; Id) conducting feasibility studies and providing advice to firms
and financial institutions on the technical feasibility of proposed
investments; and (e) arranging for domestic and overseas training to
strengthen manpower capabilities in the machinery industry. These
services were customer-oriented and responsive to day-to-day operational
problems of the SMIs and were a major improvement over the traditional
approach to industrial extension services whereby extension agents teach
what they know to SMIs, with limited regard to its relevance to the
specific needs of the entrepreneurs. The approach taken by SMIPC under
the project to problem diagnosis, problem solving and the system of
documentation were highly effective and conducive to genuine transfer of
technology.
5.06 Given PROTIP's innovative nature, an expatriate consulting firm
was retained to assist SMIPC to launch the foreign technical assistance
program by drafting TORs, identifying and selecting foreign consultants,
and assisting in developing an evaluation and monitoring systems. How-
ever, after about six months, SMIPC management decided to release the con-
sulting firm and to utilize its internal expertise for PROTIP implementa-
tion and management. SMIPC's efforts were successful and the PROTIP
program has since become one of SMIPC's most dynamic and well regarded
activities.
5.07 Disbursement of the US$10.2 million allocated for this component
under the loan was somewhat slower than originally anticipated due to
lower than estimated consultant man-month rates. Consequently, about
US$1.7 million was cancelled at loan closing. However, some 1,030 man-
months of technical assistance services were provided, about 16X more than
originally anticipated (Table 4.D of Part III).
5.08 The cost recovery ratio for the foreign consultancy services had
originally been expected to increase to 40Z by 1987 and 80Z by 1991. The
ratio only reached 16.5Z in 1987, however, largely due to the lack of
ability of SMls to pay. Furthermore, unlike large fimss with sophisti-
cated management, the Korean SMIs were not used to receiving outside
advice or to paying for technical advice (software), as opposed to hard-
ware (equipment). Given narrow scopes of activities, few SMIs used PROTIP
services more than a few times, thareby limiting the opportunities for
SMIPC to gradually raise its overall cost recovery ratio. In an apparent
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effort to redress its relative neglect of the SMI sector during the 1970s,
the Government did not pursue a rigorous cost recovery policy.
6. Proiect Sustainability
6.01 The project entities, SMIB, KLB and CNB are soundly managed and
sustainable institutions. They have maintained their finan ial viability
and were able to mobilize resources needed to support theih activities in
spite of the changing macroeconomic events and policies that negatively
affected them. They have also maintained their economic ontribution by
financing sound projects, creating new jobs in the economy and bringing
about improved competitiveness and skills to the SMI sector.
6.02 The other project entity, SMIPC has also developed its institu-
tional capabilities in part through strong government support. It has
filled a gap by providing organized extension services and technical
assistance to the SMI sector. It has also contributed to the development
of skills of local entrepreneurs and has been most active in the areas of
innovation, promotion and introduction of new technology. As the
government's upport for it is likely to be maintained, it can be said
that the benefits being derived from the existence of SMIPC are being
-sstained. SMIPC's financial sustainability is however questionable.
SMIPC has not pursued cost-recovery ofservices partly because beneficiar-
ies found the charges burdensome and SMIPC views itself as a non-profit
organization. Moreover, the Government's policy is to assist SSI to
compensate for part discrimination.
6.03 Although the project only partially achieved its original objec-
tives, the sustainability of project benefits is assured. With substan-
tial cancellations in loan amounts, the credit component did not achieve
its objectives. However, on the positive side, the project contributed
significantly to the development and growth of an industrial extension
services scheme. In addition, the project introduced a much needed new
approach to Bank lending to the Korean SMI sector, a move away from
individual DFC focussed operations to sector-wide operations focussing on
specific developmental bottlenecks. The Bank SMI operation subsequent o
this project (Small and Medium Industry Project, Loan 2515-KO approved in
April, 1985) followed this new approach.
7. Bank Performance
7.01 Bank performance was generally satisfactory. Given the new
approach introduced to Bank industrial sector lending to Korea (para. 5),
project design and implementation arrangements were discussed thoroughly
within the Bank during project preparation. On the whole, these discus-
sions contributed to sharpening the focus of the project and exploring the
various alternatives available prior to reaching a consensus on project
design and organization. Throughout he project period, the Bank's rela-
tionships with the Government and the project executing agencies were
highly satisfactory.
7.02 Bank performance in supervising the project was good, with fre-
quent missions fielded to address emerging project issues in a profes-
sional and timely manner (Table 6.B of Part III). As the problems in the
credit component became a primary concern of the supervision missions,
however, the Bank's attention was largely focussed on this issue, while
the technical assistance and training components received less attention.
In the meantime, SMIPC had successfully developed itself into a highly
dynamic organization, as a 'one stop* extension service center for all SMI
needs, capable of providing such varied services as the provision of
technical information, assistance in identifying possibilities for joint
ventures and making related arrangements, equipment leasing, and business
start-up programs. Even today, SMIPC is a relatively unique organization
among our client countries as an extension service institution which can
effectively provide a varied range of services to SMls. Unfortunately,
Bank involvement in SMIPC's institutional development in areas other than
those directly related to the project was very limited. Had the Bank been
more intimately associated with the overall institutional development of
SMIPC, it would have been in a better position to replicate such an
organization in other client countries.
8. Borrower Performance
8.01 The three financial intermediaries, i.e., SMIB, CNB, and KLB,
performed satisfactorily in executing the credit component. This was
expected since these institutions had been well developed partly through
previous Bank support. The quality of the portfolios of three DFCs was
excellent except for 1985 and 1986 when their collection rates for foreign
currency equipment loans decreased significantly. This was due primarily
to increased debt service needed as a result of the Won depreciation, and
the relative slowdown of Korean economic growth. The financial positions
of the there DFCs were generally satisfactory throughout the term of the
project, although CNB and SMIB incurred operating losses in 1982 and 1983.
These losses were due to an adjustment in the Government's interest rate
policy introduced in June 1982, which lowered the rate ceilings for lend-
ings and deposits to 10 p.a. and 8? p.a. respectively. While lending
rate reduction was effective immediately, the rates for existing deposits
were unchanged until maturity, with many as high as 182 p.a. As the
existing savings deposits matured, profitability improved, and both SMIB
and CNB became profitable in 1985 and thereafter.
8.02 What proved to be beyond expectation was the excellent
performance of SMIPC. At the outset of the project, SMIPC had just merged
with KOPTEC, and its institutional modus operandi was yet to be clearly
defined. Since then, SMIPC has developed its institutional capabilities
in a relatively short period of time, and has successfully marketed its
services for supporting SMI development. The strong support of the
Government to SMIPC was particularly conducive to its successful institu-
tional development. SMIPC's excellent performance in the Bank-supported
PROTIP scheme and other areas of extension services enabled SMIPC to
become the most important industrial extension organization, and play a
much needed leadership role in this area in the country. SMIPC also
demonstrated the importance of user orientation in the industrial
extension service.
8.03 Since the project involved several components and executing
agencies, the Government established a Coordination Council (CC) consist-
ing of representatives of the Ministries of Finance and of Commerce and
Industry, SMIPC, and the three DFCs. CC met regularly and reviewed
implementation of the project. CC also furnished progress reports with
the Bank annually. CC performed an important function in drawing
attention to major implementational problems and resolving many of them
in a timely fashion.
9. Consulting Services
9.01 The idea of using foreign technical and skills advisors at the
shop-floor level as 'trouble shooters' for the SMIs was an innovative
scheme when proposed initially by the Bank. This, together with the
merger/reorganization of SMIPC only seven months before Board approval of
the loan, prompted the Bank to request SMIPC to retain an expatriate
consulting firm to make this scheme fully operational. With Bank's
agreement, the consulting firm hired by SMIPC was later released, however.
In dealing with SWI personnel, the consultants found that the language
barrier was insurmountable, particularly outside of Seoul. And, in
retrospect, neither the Bank nor SMIPC could identify a firm with the
necessary expertise and experience for this innovative assignment.
Subsequently, the SMIPC proved that they themselves were best qualified
to do the job, and successfully completed the task. While it is under-
standable that the Bank took a cautious approach by insisting that SMIPC
retain a consulting firm, this experience suggests that the Bank should
be careful in resorting to external consulting assistance when implement-
ing a new and innovative scheme, especially where local language and other
knowledge are crucial for success.
10. Lessons
10.01 The main lessons learned from the project can be briefly
summarized as followst
(a) risks involved in limiting the fund eligibility too narrowly for
SMI credit projects (machinery industry subsector, in this
case);
(b) practical difficulties in recovering a significant portion of
costs from extension services to SMIs;
(c) cautions to be taken in resorting to expatriate consultant
assistance in a task which is innovative in nature and requires
intimate local knowledge and local language skills.
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PROJECT COMPLETION REPORT
KOREA
SMALL AND MEDIUM MACHINERY INDUSTRY PROJECT
(LOAN 2215-KO)
PART IIl PROJECT REVIEW FROM BORROWER'S PERSPECTIVE
Small and Medium Industry Promotion Corporation
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* S IViI PC 27-2. YEOEUIOO-OQN¢. YEONGOEUNGPO.GU. SEOUL. IKREA TEL. 763-0611 TELEX SMCKO K2642 FAX784.a-A
Mr.Inder K.Sud, Chief October 10, 1989.
Industry and Energy Operations Division
Country Department II Asia Region
The World Bank, 1818H Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C 20433, U.S.A.
Re : Loan No.2215-OKO
Small and Medium Mlechinery Industry Project.
Project Completion Report
Dear Mr.Inder K. Sud :
Thank you for the parts I and III for the Small and Medium Machinery
Industy Project PCR from you.
They seem to be precise arLd sufficient, and we think they can do without
our comments.
We wish you to use the PCR which we dispatched you in April, 1988 in lieu
of a part II for Loan 2215-OKO.
Sincerely yours,
1
Hong Kyun, Kim.
Vice president/SMIPC.
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PROJECT COMPLETION REPORT
KOREA
SMALL AND MEDIUM MACHINERY INDUSTRY PROJECT
(LOAN 2215-RO)
I. INTRODUCTION
1.01 Production Technology Improvement Program (PROTIP) is the
technical assistance component under the Small and Medium Machinery
Industry Project (Loan 2215-KO), which was signed on December 20, 1982 and
closed on December 31, 1987. The PROTIP Program was carried out by Small
and Medium Industry Promotion Corporation (SMIPC) as an execution agency
under the above Loan Agreement and Project Agreement.
1.02 The technical assistance component is to provide foreign
consultancy services to assist small and medium machinery manufacturers,
upgrade their skill capability and improve their productivity at the plant
level by using existing facilities more effectively.
1.03 In addition, the training component also consists of providing
overseas training opportunities to improve their skills and knowledge of
production technology as well as to enhance the technical and managerial
capability of SMIPC staffs who have to conduct extension services.
II. PROJECT OBJECTIVES
Development ObJectives
2.01 The objective was, by introduction advanced production techniques,
to help small and medium industries achieve: (i) quality improvement;
(ii) productivity increase; (iii) cost reduction; (iv) competitiveness in
both the domestic and international markets; and (v) contribution to the
development of new products.
Immediate ObJectives
2.02 To render on the job guidance to the selected factories and to
hold seminars for upgrading management and techniques in the following
field.
(a) to provide up-to-date business and technical information
to the small and medium industries;
(b) to improve the production techniques of small and medium
manufactures;
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(c) to help small and medium industry maximize utilization
rate of their present facilities and machineries;
(d) to assist small and medium industry in searching and
penetrating overseas markets;
(e) to contribute to the development of new products; and
(f) to provide advice on management rationalization and
efficiency.
III. TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE COMPONENT RESULTS
Yearly Service Applications and Achievements
3.01 During the period 1983-87, the total applications for technical
assistance mount up to 3,110 cases. It represents about 13.5Z increase
rate on a yearly average. 2,243 cases among them were successfully
performed and completed during that period, and the service performance
ratio market 72.12X (see Table = of the Statistical Annex, Part III).
3.02 Achievements, subdivided into industrial subsectors show that
service performances were frequent in the machinery industry, followed by
textile and chemicals, electric and electronic products, metals and others
Consultants Invited
3.03 The number of consultants invited during the implementation period
amounted to 1,098 persons or about 219 persons on a yearly mean. Their
total staying amount is 1,028 man-month, and average staying days per year
is about 0.9 month or 27 days. The number of consultants by nationality
and subsector is stated in Table _ of Part III during the same period.
IV. OVERSEAS TRAINING RESULTS
SMIPC Staff Training
4.01 Twenty-seven engineers of SHIPC were dispatched abroad to
undertake their programs in eleven fields while 42 staff completed short
visit training programs in advanced countries during the period.
4.02 Overseas trainees have increased gradually each year, whereas
short visit trainees have decreased a little, the reason being the greater
effectiveness of overseas training when compared to short visit training.
Details of the various training activities are presented in Table _ of
Part III.
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SMI's t8plogses Traiing
4.03 Thirty-five technicians, divided into three missions were also
dispatched to several European countries. Their respective courses consist
of about three months.
V. EPFECTIVE ANALYSIS
5.01 An evaluation team consisting of extension officers from the
Ertension Service Group reviewed and evaluated 240 selected beneficiaries
by visiting them in 1987. According to their report, the effectiveness
resulting from the extension services can be summarized and quantified as
followsS
(a) Management Capability Improvements 17 cases
(b) Quality Improvement; 151 cases
*c) Cost-Saving: 38 cases
(d) Production Process Improvements 189 cases
(e) Technical Development and Innovation: 282 cases
(f) Export and Import Substitution: 26 cases
A breakdown of the extension services can be found in Part III.
VI. BUDGET INPUTS
6.01 A loan of US$ll,000,000.00 was contracted for the Project on
December 12, 1982. By the end of 1987, when the loan was closed, a total
of US$8,917,455.85 was expended during the five years, and the remaining
balance of US$2,082,544.15 was cancelled by SKIPC. The reasons for the
cancellation was the availability of domestic resources and UNDP funds for
the project.
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6.02 The details are shown in Table 1 below.
Table is STATUS OF LOAN EXPENDITURE
(US$ Dollars)
Category Allocation Disbursement Cancellation
Extension Services 10,000.000.00 8,551,704.12 1,448,295.88
Overseas Training 500,000.00 365,751.73 134,248.27
Unallocated 500,000.O - 500,000.00
Total 11,000,000.00 8,917,455.85 2,082,544.15
VII. COST RECOVERY
7.01 According to the Project Agreement between IBRD and SMIPC, SMIPC
should levy, by December 31, 1986, a charge of at least 302 of the direct
costs of extension services provided by foreign consultants, and each year
thereafter, increase the charge levied by at least 102, provided that by
December 31, 1991, and for each year thereafter, at least 802 of the direct
costs of such services are recovered.
7.02 However, as of now actual cost recovery ratio has not come up to
the target. The actual ratio in 1987 was 16.52 and the planned ratio in
1988 is 20.02 which shows a 352 point increase over last year's.
7.03 There are several reasons why SMIPC did not reach the targeted
levels. Among them:
(a) SMIPC was established to provide assistance to SMIs in
Korea, and by that reason, it cannot pursue profit
generating projects. Therefore, increasing the cost
recovery steeply (by over 102 each year) is a violation of
its original objectives;
(b) SMIs in Korea which benefitted from extension services are
inferior to larger industries in size, managerial
capabilities and finance. Their financial competence are
limited, hence increasing cost recovery has been
burdensome; and
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(c) The numbers of SMI enterprises which applied for
consulting services increased. Assuming cost recovery
ratios were increased to the original target, it is feared
that service applications would decrease considerably each
year. Hence SMIPC would not accomplish its production
technology improvement program successfully.
7.04 However, in spite of the above reasons, SMIPC will do its best in
recovering the direct costs. The charges levied each year will be
increased and the ratio regarding actual circumstances will be decided.
The targets agreed between IBRD and SMIPC will be a good guide in its
decision.
VIII. FINDINGS
8.01 On the one hand, training is provided directly to a few certain
production staff on the spot. However, learning from it is not limited to
staff, but is also imparted to fellow workers around them. It is also
dispersed to other companies of the same kind by SMIPr. staff and foreign
experts. On the other hand, the well-trained staff, trained overseas,
disseminate their knowledge to many client companies. All activities of
the project make for a far-reaching influence, although it is difficult to
quantify.
8.02 The preliminary survey and many individual experiences have
indicated that the Korean-born specialists, when invited to Korea for
technical assistance, are more beneficial in many ways: they are willing
to share their technical know-how and are eager enough to contribute as
much as possible to their fatherland's industrial development.
Furthermore, the language barrier automatically disappears.
8.03 The SMI client companies expressed a strong desire to acquire
follow-up service on a long-term, continuous basis, even after the major
service, thereby further improving and/or maintaining their product quality
and management aspects.
8.04 Other findings include:
(a) some client companies find the contribution (via cost
recovery) justifiable, but burdensome to meet;
(b) the recommended booklets are continuously used as
reference;
(c) most experts are willing to share their knowledge with the
firms they work for, but some of them are reluctant to do
so; and
(d) foreign experts do not voluntarily provide technical know-
how.
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, The Cft ens NatknW Bank
November 24, 1989
Mr. Inder K. Sud
Chief
Industry and Energy Operations Division
Country Department II
Asia Region Office
World Bank
Subject: Project Completion Report for Loan 2215-3KO
Dear Mr. Sud
Pleased to submit Part II of the Project Completion
Report for the captioned loan.
I hope our comments and Part II of PCR prepared by us
are helpful for you in preparing the full report of PCR.
Sincerely yours,
/m ~Han-seon~g
General Manager
International Department
Enclosure
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Prepararion of Part II of PCR for Loan 2215-3K0
A. Comment on the adequacy and accuracy of the factual information
contained in Part III of the PCR.
We confirm that the factual information contained in Part III of the
PCR prepared by the Bank are adequate and accurate.
B. Cemment on the analysis contained in Part I of the PCR.
The analysis contained in Part I of the PCR is agreeable to us.
C. Evaluation of the Bank's performance during the evolution and
implementation of the project.
We are satisfied with the Bank's performance throughout the prvject
period. Especially, the expansion of the eligibility for the loan
proceeds to SMIs in all subsector from those in machinery subsector in
1985 and extension of the loan closing date by a year in 1986 taken by
the Bank were very appropriate for and has greatly contributed to the
smooth implementation of the project.
D. Evaluation of the Borrower's own performance during the evolution and
mplementation of the project.
Our bank's performance was generally satisfactory. However, the loan
was disbursed about three months later than planned, which was attrib-
utable to the sluggish investment in facilities by SMIs and to limit-
ing the fund eligibility to machinery industry subsector. The quality
of CNB's portfolio and its financial position were satisfactory
throughout the term of the project, although it incurred net losses in
1982 and 1983, which was resulted from the interest rate adjustment
measure taken by the Government in 1982.
E. Assessment of the effectiveness of the relationship between the Bank
and the borrower during the evolution and implementation of the
project.
The relationship between the Bank and us during the project period was
very close. We think that the discussions with the missions frequent-
ly visited us on the problems and difficulties occurred in the project
were very helpful for us to implement the project effectively.
F. Evaluation of the performance of cofinanciers and assessment of the
effectiveness of their relationship with Borrower during the evolution
and implemintation of the project.
This item is not connected with the concerned project of Loan No.
2215-3R0.
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AS2IE D8072 LA
WORLDBANK TMSS
ZCZC S2EP0669 RCA6709
AS2IE AS2CO
.TCP RC
* AS2IE *
RCA6709
248423 WORLDBANR
XLBANK R22882
NOV1611989
TO: IBRD
ATTN: MR. INDER K. SUD
cHIEF, INDUSTRY AN) EIMERGY OPERATIONS DIV.
COUNTRY DEPT. II
ASIA REGION
RE: LOAN 2215-2 KO PCR
RE YOUR FAX DATED OCT. 31ST. REVIEWING THE ABOVE PCR, AM AFRAID THAT KLB
IS NOT IN A POSITION TO PREPARE A PCR FOR PART II FOR ITS MINOR PARTICIPATION
IN THE PROJECT, AS MENTIONED IN THE PAGE 1 OF THE PCR.
WARMEST REGARDS,
K. P. HAHN
GENERAL MANAGER
INTL BANKING DEPT.
KOREA LONG TERM CREDIT BANK, SEOUL
248423 WORLD BANK
ILBANK X22882
-11060459
-11060926
NNNN
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PROJECT COMPLETION RPORT
ODREA
SMALL AND MEDIUM MACHINERY INDUSTRY PROJECT
(LOAN 2215-m0)
PART III. STATISTICAL INFORMATION
PART III
1. RELATED BANK LOANS
---------------------------------------------------------------------
__------__--------------------------------------
I I IYear of I I
Loan No.1 Title I Purpose lApproval I Status I Comments
----- _------------------------------------------------------------__---------__--------------------------------------
Ln 1175 ISMIB I IFinance SMI subprojects. 1 1975 j Closed I
Ln 1507 ISMIB II Fiunance SHI subprojects. 1 1978 j Closed I
Ln 1749 ISHIB III IFinance SMI subprojects. 1 1979 1 Closed I
Ln 2004 ISMIB IV IFinance SMI subprojects. 1 1980 j Closed I
Ln 1829 ICNB I IFinance SMI subprojects. 1 1980 1 Closed I
Ln 2144 ICNB II IFinance SMI subprojects. 1 1980 j Closed I
Ln 2515 ISMI IFinance SMI subprojects. | 1985 | Active |Apez type loan to CNB, SMIB and SMIPC.
Ln 2071 ISAL I I 1981 1 Closed I
Ln 2309 |Ind. Finance |Support Govt. financial I ICompleted fLoan to KDB, KLB and MoF.
reforms, finance sub- I I I I
I projects in manufacturil I I
and training. I I I I
…___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
2. PROJECT TIMETABLE
-----------------------------------------------------------
__----------_---.-__------_------------
Item Date Planned Date Revised Date Actual
Identification (EPS) January 5, 1981 July 16, 1981
Preparation June 25, 1979 July 15, 1979 May 27, 1981
Pre-Appraisal Mission August 24, 1981 August 24, 1981
Appraisal Mission January 5, 1982 January 11, 1982
Loan Negotiations April 26, 1982 May 17, 1982 September 27, 1982
Board Approval June 10, 1982 December 2, 1982 December 14, 1982
Loan Signature December 20, 1982 December 20, 1982
Loan Effectiveness March 31, 1983 May 31, 1983 May 26, 1983
Loan Closing December 31, 1986 December 31. 1987
Loan Completion June 30, 1986 June 30, 1987
3. CUMULATIVE AND ACTUAL DISBURSEMENTS
(US$ millions)
1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988
-------------------------------------- _----------------------------__--------__-------_--------------------
Appraisal Estimate 1.8 29.7 59.4 70.0 70.0 70.0
Actual 0.0 4.6 10.8 30.8 45.0 46.1
Actual as a 2
of Estimate 0.0 15.5 18.2 44.0 64.3 65.9
Dates of Final Disbursement:
SMIPC (Lu. 2215-OXO) - February 16, 1988
SMIB (Lu. 2215-1R0) - November 19, 1987
KLB (Lu. 2215-2K0) - May 29, 1986
CNB (Lu. 2215-3R0) - March 10, 1987
4. Project Implementation
A. Characteristics of Subprojects Financed under Loan 2215-lKO
(Small and Medium Industry Bank)
(t million)
I I I Project Cost I SMIS Financing I Project Completion I l
Sub- I I I-- I -- I -- I I
Project I I Nature of | I lOverrun I Local JForelgn I X of Actual I Est. I Actual IDIfferencel Method of I
Number I Borrower jSubproject I Est. I Actual I (X) I Funds I Funds lProject Cost I (Months)I(Months)I (Months) lProcurement I
A-001 jShin Heung Dyeing lExpansion l 2043 l 2219 l 8.8 l 0O 1848 l 88.1 I 8 I 6 2 jIntl. Biddlog
A-002 IHanil Electric Wiro lExpansion l 772 1 801 I 8.8 800 I 272 1 71.4 l 4 1 6 I I I I
A-OO lNewtech Systems lExpansion I 810 1 762 1 -6-9 I 0 1 510 I 66.9 1 7 1 8 1 1 lIntI. Biddingl
A-004 Dsi Hung lExpansion 1 981 I 821 l -11.8 I 0 l 470 5 S7.2 1 6 I a 1 lInt,. BiddingI
A-OOS IPungkang ietal Work* lExpansion I 765 I 779 I 1.8 I 0 1 458 1 65.8 I 6 1 7 1 2 linti. Bidding
A-006 IABCO Company lExpansuon 1 2097 1 1811 I -18.6 I 0 1 722 1 89.9 I 6 I 8 1 2 lInti. Biddlagl
8-001 IJin Young lExpanslon I 280 1 800 1 7.1 1 so 1 175 1 75.0 I 6 I 6 I 0 lIntI. Btdd'ng1
B-0O5 IWoolim Industrial IRoplacement 488 1 450 1 2.7 1 80 1 208 I 52.9 I 8 1 7 1 1 lInti. Biddingi
B-008 IKorea Optoelectronic lExpansion 1 286 1 270 1 14.4 1 0 1 186 1 60.4 1 6 1 6 I -1 lInti. Bidding9
B-011 ITae Lim Electronics Expansion I 18U l 210 14.8 1 0 1 188 1 66.7 I 8 6 I -8 lIntI. Bidding9
B-015 SBu Jin Mech. lExpanston I 81 l 40 1 29.0 I 0 l 26 l 65.0 S 7 l 1 lInti. Biddingl
8-018 IYoung itva Industrial lExpanston l 191 l 211 I 10.5 I 80 j 120 l 71.1 1 4 1 6 1 lInti. Biddingl
B-021 IKang Nam Machine lExpanslon 1 172 I 15 L 1 4.7 1 0 164 1 91.1 i 41 6 1 lItl. Biddig
8-024 IShin Who Textile lExpanslon 1 84 1 102 69.4 1 60 1 62 1 100.0 I 6 8 I 0 lInt). Biddingl
B-028 iMugunghwa Food lExpansion I 761 85 1 1.8 1 10 1 28 1 44.7 1 61 61 1 lItl. Biddl co
B-081 W.o. Young Industrial lExpanslon 1110 1810 18.0 l 200 I 507 l 54.0 4 7 l 8 lInti. Biddin9l
B-084 IHyun Dai Bone China lExpanslon 291 802 8.8 I 0 l 48 l 15.9 4 4 1 ° lInt). Biddingl
8-087 18ong Shin Machinery IReplacement l 169 l 20S l 21.9 l 80 l 178 l 125.2 l 6 I 6 0 O lIntI. Biddingi
B-040 lAc Bed Company lExpanslon 1 497 1 622 1 6.0 I 60 1 248 B 6e.7 I S I I O llntl. tddin9I
8-048 IDai Jin Mulsan IN.W 1 127 1 184 1 5.5 1 0 1 70 1 62.2 1 4 1 4 1 0 lITnti. Biddingl
8-048 IKorea Alloy Valvo lExpanslon I 477 1 480 1 -8.8 1 0 1 97 1 21.1 1 7 1 8 I 1 lIntl. Biddingl
B-050 iDie Keung Industries lExpansion I 814 l 802 -8.8 I 0 I 86 1 11.6 I 6 1 7 1 1 linti. Biddingl
8-054 IA-Ham Electronics lReplaceoment 1 296 1 846 17.8 1 50 I 188 1 62.9 1 4 ; 4 1 0 lInti. Biddingl
8-057 lRailway Industrial lExpansion I 155 l 148 I -4.6 l 0 l 184 1 90.5 I 6 I 6 I 0 lInti. Bidditng
B-060 ITaebok Industrial INsW I 96 I 107 1 11.6 I so I 89 1 88.2 1 6 I 6 I 0 IIntl. Bidding
8-068 IHan Kook Pharma. lExpanslon 184 I 129 1 -8.7 1 0 1 107 1 82.9 I 6 I 6 I -1 Intl. Biddingl
9-068 I4anil Chemical lExpanslon 58 I 60 1 8.4 1 0 1 46 1 76.0 1 7 1 a I 1 lIntI. Biddingl
8-069 IDae Dong Industries lExpansion I 71 1 86 1 21.1 1 0 1 48 1 68.6 5 6 6I I 0 lIntl. B8dding9
8-072 IYoo Jin Industries INew I 111 1 122 1 9.9 1 0 1 91 1 74.6 1 6 6 I 0 lInti. Biddingl
B-078 lAce Bed Company lExpansion I 1107 1 1824 1 19.6 1 80 1 407 1 86.8 1 4 7 1 lIntl. a
8-079 IShin Shung Diesel lExpansion l 76 l 86 I 14.7 l 0 l 58 I ai.e i 6 I 6 I 1 lInti. Biddingi
8-082 ISun-Il Trading lExpansion l 442 I 468 l 86 0 228 I 48.7 i 6 I 6 I 0 lInti. Biddng9
8-085 ITami Electronics lExpansion I 68 I 68 1 7.9 1 0 1 27 1 89.7 1 4 1 6 I 1 lInti. Biddi n9
B-088 IShin Wha Machinery lExpansion I 162 I 172 6.2 l 60 l 119 i 98.8 I 7 I 8 I 1 Ilnti. Biddingi
8-091 IHan Sung Woolen lExpansion I 1197 1 1209 1.0 I 100 1 896 1 40.9 I 6 I 5 I -1 lInti. Biddingi
A. Characteristics of Subprojects Financod undor Loan 2215-21KO(Korea Long Term Croditt Bank)(W million)
I I I Project Cost I KLB Financing I Project Completion l |
Sub- I I I----------I - I---- _____ I
Project I Nature of I lOverrun I Local IForelgn I X oI Actual I Est. I Actual 0Ditfferncel Metho of I
Number I Borrower ISubproject Est. I Actual I ) I Funds I Funds IProject Cost I(Mo./Yr. (Mo./Yr.J (Months) IProcuremnt I
B-8 jOriental Machinery IExpansion 478 4?8 I 0.0 W 1 808 ".4 I n.n. n.n. I lInti. Bidding
8-5/18 Orlental Machinery Elxpanson 2 1724 ?  0.0 _ 9?6 St6.6 I n.n. n.a. I lInti. Biddine
B-is ISeong Han A& Explosafo INow 6t6 B67 0.0 _ 1 869 865.1 I n.s. n.a. I - lInti. Bldding
I
A. Characteristics of Subprojacts Finaned under Loan 221S-8K0(Citizens National Bank)(W million)
l I I Project Cost CNB Financing I Project Completion ISub- I I I I-- I-I
Project I I Nature of I lOverrun I Local Foreign I X of Actual I Est. I Actual IDifferencel Method ofNumbor I Borrower ISubproject IAtual I (K) Funds Funds lProject Cost J(Vo./Yr.J(Mo./Yr.J (Months) IProcuresont
B-008 iUoo RimWr Cutting INsW I 92 I 92 1 0.0 1 0 1 6 60.9 1 10/84 1 11/84 1 1 lInt1. BiddingiB-007 lYong MIin N IS1 188 I 1.8 20 I 69 47.0 5/865 I /8S I 0 lInto. Bidding,B-019 Hw. Seoung Industries I Expansion 1 154 160 .9 I 0 184 1 88.8 1 10/5 09/6 I -1 Iluti. 8iddingt
B-028 INam San Co. Expansion 129 182 1 2.8 1 0 s 58 I 48.9 I 11/85 I 10/85 I -1 lInti. Bidding9B-081 iJung Yea Sa lExPnsion 42 l 42 l 0.0 I 10 l 21 78.8 1 11/85 I 11/86 I 0 lIntl. BiddingiB-042 IDai Tong Co. lExpansion a7 3 87 I 0.0 I 10 20 1 81.1 I 4/88 1 4/86 1 0 lInti. Biddingl
B-049 lNm Yang Chemicals lExpansion I 115 I 120 1 4.8 I 48 I 18 t 58.8 1 2/86 1 2/08 1 0 lIntl. BiddinglB-056 II4anil Moolsan lExpansion 49 49 1 0.0 0 I 89 7 9.6 1 4/6 I 4/81 1 0 Ilnti. BiddingjB-068 ITae Young Moonwha lExpansion 78 78 1 0.0 80 I 86 I 88.3 1 4/88 1 4/S8 1 0 Iloti. Biddingl
8-069 IShin Hyun Cons. lExpansion 451 448 1 -0.7 140 1 277 1 93.1 6/86 7/86 I 1 lInti. Biddingl
0-078 tHan Young Co. IN, e 60 80 I 0.0 4l 44 80.0 4/86l 4/86l 0 Intl. Bidding
8-066 IHo Chun Industries lExp nsion a8 I 850 I -0.8 1 60 1 188 1 70.9 10/68 11/86 I 1 lInti. BiddingI
B-091 IAh Sung laehinery lExpansIon I 64 1 64 1 0.0 1 10 1 44 1 84.4 1 8/86 /86 0 jIntt. BiddingB-097 In Sung Co. odernization 74 I 74 I 0.0 I 10 62 88.8 I 8/86 I 8/86 I 0 IIntl. BiddinlIB-101 IHv Sung Equipmnt lExpansion I 88 I 8 -8.4 I 0 7a 85.9 1 9/80 1 9/86 1 0 lInti. 8iddingi 9B-111 IOh Sung Boring lExpansion 71 1 76 I 6.6 1 0 4 8 84.0 1 2/87 1 2/87 1 0 Olnti. Biddingj o
I
B. Economic Indicators of Subprojects Financed under Loan 2215-1O
(Small and Medium Industry Bank)
…-------------------------------------------------------------__-------------__------------------------------
Incremental I I Financial I Economic
I j Employment |lnvestment ROR I ROR
Subprojecti --------------- lper Worker I------------------ I -  ------------I
Number I Borrower lEstimatedi Actual l(W million)IEstimatedl Actual lEstimatedl Actual I
…_________I------------------------- I… …- - -- ---I--------------------… … ------I… … … …-----------I …----A-001 IShin Heung Dyeing | 24 22 | 100.9 f 19.1 | 21.7 I 32.8 1 36.5 |
A-002 IHanil Electric Wire 19 I 17 I 47.1 I 26.6 j 24.0 I 39.9 1 35.4
A-003 jNewtech Systems I 17 1 19 1 40.1 1 24.5 1 21.5 1 40.9 1 35.0 O
A-004 |Dai Hung 1S | 16 | 51.3 1 26.2 1 28.0 | 56.5 | 60.1 |
A-005 iPungkang Metal Works 20 1 22 I 35.4 I 28.7 I 24.5 57.1 I 51.9 |
A-006 |ABCO Company | 30 | 32 56.6 31.2 j 29.7 I 56.9 | 54.2 |
B-001 IJin Young I 10 1 11 1 27.3 I
B-005 IWoolim Industrial I -I -I -_ I 
B-008 Ilorea Optoelectronic a 8 I 9 30.0 I |
B-011 ITae Lim Electronics 1 0 13 16.2 |
B-015 lBum Jin Mech. Construction I 4 I 4 | 10.0
B-018 lYoung Hwa Industrial | 6 5 | 42.2 I
8-021 IKang Nam Machine j 3f 5I 36.01 I
B-024 iShin Wha Textile I 11 13 7.8 I I I I
B-028 jMugunghwa Food j 7 6 1 14.2 | 1 I I
B-031 iWoo Young Industrial -I - -_ I 
B-034 lHyun Dai Bone China | 34 I 351 8.6 1 |
B-037 IBong Shin Machinery | 31 S I _
B-040 lAce Bed Company 1 151 15 34.8 I |
B-043 IDai Jin Mulsan I 71 71 19.1 I
B-046 IKorea Alloy Valve | 30 | 32 | 14.4 tII
B-050 IDae Keung Industries I 26 I 27 I 11.2
B-054 IA-Ham Electronics I 2 I 3 I 115.3
B-057 IRailway Industrial 1 12 1 13 | 11.4 i I
B-060 (Taebok lndustrial I -I -I -f II I
B-063 IHan look Pharmaceutical 3 1 4 1 - I I I
B-066 IHanil Chemical I 6 1 6 1 10.0 I
B-069 IDae Dong Industries J 8 I 10 I 8.6
B-072 IYoo Jin Industries I 5 I S I 24.4 1 |
B-076 lAce Bed Company | 81 7 189.1 |
B-079 IShin Shung Diesel I 21 2 I 43.0
B-082 ISun-Il Trading | 4 1 5 I 91.61
B-085 ITami Electronics | 4 I 4 I 17.0
B-088 IShin Wha Textile Machinery I 6 I 5 I 34.4
B-091 ian Sung Woolen 20 231 52.61 I
…-----_------------------------------------------------------------------__--__------------------------------
B. Economic Indicators of Subprojects Financed under Loan 2215-3KO
(Citizens National Bank)
…------------------------------------____---------------------__-------------__------------------------------
I Incremental I I Financial I Economic
Employment llnvestment I ROR ROR
Subproject i------------------ Iper Worker I------------------I---------I--------- 
Number I Borrower jEstimatedj Actual l(W million)lEstimatedl Actual lEstimatedl Actual I
…_________I--------------------------I…_--------- _------------------------------…-- ---- --- --- -- I …___--- -- 
B-003 IMoo Rim Wire Cutting I 5 1 18.4 1 22.0 1 1 33.6
B-007 IYong Min I 3 1 56.0Q1
B-019 IHwa Seoung Industries I I 4 I 40.0 I I
B-026 INam San Co. I I 2 66.0
B-031 IJung Yea Sa I I 21 21.0
B-042 IDai Tong Co. j j 21 18.5
B-049 jNam Yang Ink Chemicals 5 I S| 24.0
B-056 IHanil Moolsan I I 2 1 24.5 | I
B-063 ITae Young Hoonvha Printing I I 4 I 19.5 I I i I I
B-069 IShin Hyun Construction I I 101 44.8 I I I I
B-073 iRan Young Co. I I 5I 12.0 I I I I
B-086 lHo Chun Industries i s 18 I 19.4 1 1
B-091 jAh Sung Heavy Machinery I I 2j 32.0
B-097 |Hwa Sung Co. I I 21 37.0
B-101 lHwa Sung Equipment I I 1 | 85.0
B-111 1oh Sung Boring I I 31 25.0
…------------------------------------------------------------------------__--__------------------------------
C. Financial Indicators of Subprojects Financed under Loan 2215-2K0
(Korea Long Term Credit Bank)
-----------------------------------------------
_----------------__-----------__-------------
P R 0 F I T A S A I l
l l Sales I Networth I Assets l
Subprojecti 
----------------- I------------- I---------------------I
Number I Borrower IEstimatedlActual lEstimatedlActual lEstimatedjActual I
…_________I----------------------- I …--------I…_- - - --I-…---- -I…___---I…____ ----I… I
B-3/5/13 lOriental Machinery Co.: l l l l l l
1985 J 1.6 J 0.7 7.9 4 .6 1.1 J 0.6
1986 3.9 0.7 18.0 6.2 I 2.9 j 0.6 jI 1987 5.1 0.5 j 20.3 4.7 3.9 0.3 I
B-16 |Jeong Ham & Explosafe: l l l l l l |
1985 I 2.2 I 2.2 1.0 1.0 I 0.3 I 0.3
1986 I 16.6 I 1.8 I 70.1 8 .4 15.5 I 1.2
1987 I 12.7 I 2.2 I 37.6 9 8.4 I 11.9 I 1.5
…--------- --------------------------------------------------------------------- ----
C. Financial Indicators of Subprojects Financed under Loan 2215-3RO
(Citizens National Bank)
(Second Year of Operations)
--------------------------------------------------------------
__-------------__-------------
P RO F IPT AS A Z
Sales I Networth I Assets
Subproject l 1-----------------1-----------------1-----------------1
Number lBorrower IEstimatedlActual IEstimatedlActual lEstimatedlActual I
…- - - - - - --I-- ------… I-------I---------I--- --- I …-----…--I-------
B-003 IMoo Rim Wire Cutting I 4.7 I 5.4 | 27.7 1 27.7 1 10.9 I 10.9
B-007 lYong Min 2l5.1 16.0 1 10.9 I 10.9 1 6.2 1 6.0 1
B-019 jlwa Seoung Industries 5.7 I 5.9 | 23.8 I 24.0 12.9 j 12.7
B-026 INam San Co. 2.7 I 2.8 j 23.1 23.5 12.1 12.2
B-031 IJung Yea Sa 10.2 I 10.0 j 54.2 54.1 I 18.0 1 18.0
B-042 iDai Tong Co. 10.4 | 10.0 | 19.7 | 19.2 | 13.8 | 13.5
B-049 INam Yang Ink Chemicals f 3.5 3.3 I 34.7 J 35.0 10.1 f 10.8
B-056 IHanil Moolsan | 10.7 10.5 I 13.1 | 13.1 7.2 7 J.0
B-063 iTae Young Moonwha Printing I 8.6 I 8.5 23.5 I 23.6 1 23.5 I 23.7
B-069 IShin Byun Construction I 2.7 I 3.0 j 16.2 17.0 4.1 I 4.3
B-073 iHan Young Co. j 25.3 25.0 I 22.0 22.0 1 13.0 j 13.0
B-086 IHo Chun Industries j 4.7 j 4.7 I 65.9 I 66.0 I 20.8 I 21.0
B-091 IAh Sung Heavy Machinery 19.1 29.2 | 38.1 37.2 | 13.6 | 12.3
B-097 INwa Sung Co. l 27.9 27.8 j 17.0 1 17.1 t 17.0 1 17.0
B-101 i|wa Sung Equipment | 14.0 I 12.8 27.5 26.2 11.6 I 11.2
B-111 IOh Sung Boring 1 5.2 5 .9 1 4.7 1 5.0 1 3.5 1 3.0 1
…--------------------------------_-------------------------------------__----__--------------
D. The Small and Medium Industry Promotion Corporation
Yearly Service Applications and Achievements
--------.---------------------------------------------------
__---------------__----------------
I Number of I Number of OF 11 I Iglectric & ITextile &I I
Year jApplicationslAchievementsl WHICH IIMachineryl Metal lElectronicslChemicalel Others I
--------------------------------------------------------------------
__-------__----------------
19831 4721 3721 II 2041 191 49 83 17l
19841 539 440 II 2071 54j 861 74I 19
1985 644 436J 184j 70 1001 691 13
19861 7281 4861 II 2571 55j 661 821 26
19871 727 509 II 2231 100I 69! 1041 13
Totall 3110 1 2243 1 II 1075 1 298 | 370 1 412 1 88 1 1
…------------------------------------------------------------------------__--__-_-------------
D. The Small and Medium Industry Promotion Corporation
Use of Consultancy Services
…--------------------------------------______________________________________________________________
| Number of Invited Consultants Amount of Time Spent
(per person) I (in man-months) l
---------------------------------------- -------------------------------
Year I U.S.A. I Japan I Europe I Subtotal U.S.A. I Japan I Europe ISubtotal I
…----------------------------------------------------------------__----------__------------------------
19831 36) 831 201 139 46.11 77.3 61.41 184.8
1984 I 64 109 45 I 218 I 72.1 $ 81 70 1 223.1 I
1985 I 58 1381 331 229 55.8 110.31 37.9 2041
19861 78 1411 44 2631 64.1 I 120.1 41.1 225.3
1987 I 64 I 148 I 37 I 249 I 54.5 j 105.8 j 31.1 1 191.4
…------------------------------------------------------------------------__--__------------------------
Total 1 300 1 619 1 179 1 1098 1 292.6 1 494.5 1 241.5 1 1028.6 1
of which:
Subsector (per person)
--------------------------------------------------------------
Machinery I 114 2611 55 430
Metal I 59 123) 27) 209
Electric/Electronicsl 70 1 128 1 31 1 229
Textile/Chemicals I 47 I 92 I 52 I 191
Others I 10) 151 141 39)
…----.--------------------------------------------------------
Total 1 300 1 619 1 179 1 1098 I
…------------------------------.------------------------------
D. Th. Smll and edium Industry Promotion Corporation
Staff Training
S. Traning Field 1908 1904 195 1988 1967 Tota d I
Machinery Automat ion 2 1 0 0 11 0 8
tiUel I O 2 I I 1 6
Tool Manufacturing I 0 0 1i1 01 0 1
IProm Moulding 1 O O 1 01 0 1
Ovnr:eas Eloctric/Electronies 0 01 2 01 2 41
Training Dy ing 0 01 1 1 21 
Quality Control 0 1 0 0 i 0 1
lZbekoing 1 0 1 0 1 0 12 12 1 41
Computer System 01  0O 21 11 aI
CIlim Manufacturirg 01 01 01 01 11 11
Design Technology 0 00 1 0 01 1 1
-I--I--i---I-
ISubbotal 2 21 0 9 27
Sominar I 01 81 01 0 01 8!
Short Visit Training I 0 1 8 17 a 8 a 8 I 42 1
T O t A L 21 211 281 141 121 72 1
IT. Destination 1 1981 1984 I 1985 198 19B7I Total I
Japan 1 21 1i1 181 a IB 841
U.S.A. 0 4f 21 61 1 S1 181
West Gormany I 0 1 8 41 41 1 12
Italy I 0 0o 1 1 81 
U.K. 0 0 1 81 1 1 4
Fr nc 0 1 O 0 1 2
Nethrlands O 0 1 1 0 1 1
CPnce 01 01 01 01 1 0 1
T O T 0 21 21 2 141 11
III. Duration of Tralning I Within 118 days -11 month -8 months -18 months -I 1 yer I I
I16 days I month 18 months 6 months I I yar land over I Totel I
Number of traine.s per periodf 98 10 l 11 7 1 21 aI 721
IV. SMIPC Technicians/Employes' Training (per person)
Field 1 Italy I France Norway I Total I
Dyeing l 26 0l 0l 261
Elctrical and Electronics I 01 8I 01 8f
Mchinory and Marno parts I OI O 21 21
t 0 T A L 2S a 2l asI
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D. The Small and Medium Industry Promotion Corporation
Effectivity Analysis
--------------------------------------------------------. _--------.------,
Type of
Extension Service Category Number of Cases
-------------------------------------------------------------------- __----
1. Management Capabibility Improvement 17
2. Quality Improvement 151
* Reduction of inferior rates 47
* Performance improvement 47
* Quality upgrading 44
* Product standardization 13
3. Cost-Saving 38
X Materials saving 10
* Labor cost savings 16
* Energy savings 12
4. Production Process Improvement 189
* operations improvement 60
* Process improvement 58
* Facilities improvement 51
i Automation 20
5. Technical Development and Innovation 282
* Manufacturing tecbnique 165
i New products development 48
* Design technique 69
6. Export and import substitution 26
* Export increase 8
* Import substitution 18
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D. The Small and Medium Industry Promotion Corporation
Status of Cost Recovery
---------------------------------------------------------------
__------------__---------
I I I I I I 1988
Division j 1983 | 1984 1 1985 1 1986 1 1987 I(Planned)j
ITarget I I I _ _ 30.0 | 40.0 1 50.0
Ratio (Z) …---------I---------I---------j---------…---------I---------I--------
jActual | 7.0 1 7.6 1 13.0 1 14.7 1 16.5 | 20.0 1
…_______________ I---------…I--------- I---------I--------- I--------- I--------- I--------- I
Contribution Iwithin | 30 | 30 | | 1 70 1 85 |
to be paid by 120 days I I I I I
SMIs I------ I-……… I---------1 50 1 50 1---------I---------I
(Won thousands 121-40 1 50 1 50 1 1 1 10o | 150 I
per day) Idays I I I
jOver 41 1 * I * * * 200 1 3001
Idays I I I I I
* Contribution is upon special decision of SMIPC president.
REPILIC OF KOREA
SALL AND MEDIM MACHINERY INDUSTRY PROJECT (LOAN 2216-lK0)
SMALL AND MEDIU INDUSY SAW
PROECT COMPLETION REPORT
Projected and Actual AW)ted Income Statements, 1981-87
(in Won aillion)
1981 1982 1988
Projectod AudMted ProJected Audid jected Audid
Incom
Interest on loans 214,812 21,028 280,819 204,522 860,629 196,069
Interest on securities and deposits 19,802 86,020 24,087 34,808 29,661 28,788
Guarantee fee, cowissions, etc. 18,436 7,818 10,888 8,910 19,909 8,802
Total Ineome 247.660 2665859 821,291 247.770 410,099 283,484
Expense
Financial expense 171,992 178,624 221,182 184,706 288,098 167,801
Administrative and general expense 47,982 60,629 80,186 89,180 75,940 84,688
Provision for doubtful accounts 7,000 3,889 7,000 2,691 7,000 -6,116
Totl expenses 288,062 286,678 296.980 20lt612 875,956 248,836
Incom before tax 14,488 20,186 25,361 -18,742 84,143 -9,901
Income tax 1,668 2,881 8,801 78 6,119 -
Net Income 12,826 17,6M 21 -18.e20 29.024 -9,901
Appropriation
Dividends 4,924 6,027 7,712 - 10,500 -
Resrve and retained earnings 7,901 11,528 13,848 -13,820 18,624 -9,901
REPUBLIC OF KDREA
SMALL AND MEDIM MAWCHNERY INDUSTRY PROJECT (LOAN 2215-IKO)
SMALL AND MEDIM rDSR SAW
PROJECT COMPLETION REPORT
Projected and Actual Audited Income Statements, 1981-87
(in Won Tilron)
1904 1965 1990 1967
_Projcted Audijed Audi ted Projected Audited 1
Income
Interest on loons 248,402 287,714 808,989 290,874 861,186 841,278 404,952 408,628Interest on deposits, seeurities end others 21,767 26,098 22,186 87,988 28,267 42,689 85,108 45,069Guarantee fees, comissions, etc. 16,579 18,280 21,881 17,005 28,174 28,907 81,865 48,218
Total Income 280,746 279.007 8s2,608 845,817 4856816 407,849 581,970 486,798
Expense
Financial expenses 178,828 178,158 196,940 214,987 242,189 278,688 298,617 888,751 'Administrative and general expenses 88,841 88,7865 12S,468 97,289 184,181 102,798 182,828 110,069Provision for doubtful accounts 1,160 1,284 1,960 18,680 2,147 12,622 2,687 14,246Other expenses 18,288 9,089 18,729 12,818 22,907 16,828 27,882 16,886
Total oxpenses 280,718 272,274 842,096 888.882 401,424 405,651 486,289 484,470
Income before tax 80 8,818 10,411 7,186 84,192 2,818 46,701 12,328Income tax 
- 1,292 8,118 2,685 10,265 92 18,706 6,574
Net Income go C6.21 7.298 4.600 28MM89 2,228 81.996 5.764
Appropriation
Dividends 
- 1 8,841 1 8,771 1 4,800 1Reserve 80 5,620 8,962 2,496 20,188 788 27,698 1,167Unappropriated 
- - - 2,004 
- 1,487 
- 4,68S
Total 80 6,621 7.298 4,600 23as9 2,226 81.996 6,764
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PROJECT CONPLETiON REPORT
REPUBLIC OF KOREA
SMALL AND NEDIUN IDIUSTRY SANK
Proiected and Act wAtudi ted palance Stts. 1981-8?
(1n won mil aon)
1981 1982~~ig 1983
Pror--ted u it ProIected Audi te Pr-oiect dAuditea
Assets
curMent O ¢nk deposits 310,626 222,399 406,345 275,196 523,417 306,092
Investment in securities 110.952 166,616 136,094 140,545 168,126 160,825
Short-term working capitol loans 706,098 782,122 931,13S 1,298,7?5 1,216,771 1,461,073
Other current assets 30,244 32,342 37,638 36,381 46,346 109,735
Total Current Assets 1,157.920 1,203.479 1.511,212 1,750 8 t,954.660 2 037.7
oer n itat toas 203,59% 276,072 262.706 40,671 323,152 79,937
Domestic urrency equipment loans 255,280 247,231 334,351 312,041 421,450 485,395
Foreign currency loans 185,703 159.235 208,406 152,120 235,026 144,960
Totat TermLLoans 293fi.57 68253 84.10 5CL%-3 9796 710 292
ITE1s8s:P5fov"Isions) C7-,00) C10,Z00) CTIOHh) (l275s4) (T7700) 't i7--)
Net Portfotto 68 672.338 798103 692.318 92.628 706.018
Property & Equipment (net) 27,471 22.085 37,145 37,217 46,268 48.001
Other Assets 34,510 58,411 39,768 120,627 45,099 148,885
Totat Assets 1.857.479 1.956.313 2Z.3B6228 2.601.039 3.018.655 2.940.629
Liabilities
Cur e nt Liabil its 730,383 878,SS7 901,000 1,146,256 1,144,440 1,375,447
SI debentures - - - 15,620 - 49,106
Borrowings from 80K 147,733 269,794 219,993 411,323 303,093 455,650
Dividend payable 4,924 8 7,712 7 10,500 7
Taxes payabLe 1,663 1,862 3,801 349 5,119 378
Due to corre d t banks 40 301 34 472 48,361 37,040 58 033 33,411
Accrued interest ard others 181,980 168809 227,202 127,424 285,555 1,898
Total current liabilitfes J.06.984 1353.482 1408f. .7M.019 1.86.740 2.080.897
Loru-term Liablte
Sevi=Epossts 313,020 209,374 424,000 19f,968 538,560 245,967
SKI debentures - - - 2 474 - 48,489
Borrowings from GOIC 14,958 16,154 11,900 9 4 7,392 19,767
Borrowings from MIF 50,213 33,997 67,107 64,466 88,820 132,187
Borrowrings from IRF 457 513 58 360 214
Borrowings from SNIPF 55,413 42,129 73,104 57,154 78,163 79,214
Borrowings from ERF 1,000 744 7,000 1,529 2,800 2,705
Other borrowings - 0- 3,650 - 8,511
Foreign currency borrowings 154,922 131,481 175,386 133,140 195,748 131,034
Al lowace for retirements 28,500 26,783 35S804 32,866 43,108 39,737
Total Lanr-term Liabilities 63183 461.175 789359 511.211 954591 70785
P fd-in share capital 107,060 107,060 150,000 137,060 200,000 147,060
Reserve and retained earnings 24,952 34,596 38,800 14,749 57,324 4,847
Total Liabitities and Ecuity 1.857.479 1956.313 2386.2 2.401.039 3.018.655 2.940.o29
ttditje arantes 22,739 32,216 27,287 65,611 32,744 113,272
Long-term guarantees 982 669 1,178 872 1,414 569
Totat Guarantees m3m 32.8S 28.46S. 6648 34.158 113 441
Ratios
Tota5l debt/equity 13.3:1 14.0:1 11.8:1 1S.3:1 10.9:1 19.4:1
Long-term debt/equity 4.2:1 3.2:1 3.8:1 3.1:1 3.3:1 4.4:1
Current ratio 1.05:1 0.89:1 1.07:1 1.01:1 1.08:1 0.98:1
Reserves and provfsions as X portfolio 2.4 2.4 2.6 1.5 2.9 0.4
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3UC C KOF
WALL NO q1UX" 1tl DTRf PRJ0 rOAN 2215-101)
9ULL M MWn8 D8SMTRYAW
Magec CMlPLEJOIJNREI
Prolectad end ActuttjA $t1 le Shketn, 193l-67
1984 198t 1986 1987
Proi-ctm did Prolmettd Audited Prolitd Aiudited PfrolectW Aud Ittd
aunf 56 k d.epoitq 336,744 376,2rs 402.992 88.l154 34S.363 669,610 843, 2.02
Ifveatmet In sruritlee 187.20 I 13.671 241,959 194.304 225.247 135.861 278.79 203.s72
Short-term orking capital loans 1.662.47 r 1468 27s 2,115 266 1.67 7298 2002. 5 2178.S 2.nS4 r8s 259.326
other current eaeels 101.725 220.381 122629 269.308 328.164 188.776 387.796 327.592
Total Current. Ata 2,2243S 2,2 8E 2.s2. 22499,01 2.894M2.4 aL198U64A LJ4l1109 S.sZ313
a rSrf looan 170,221 166.S66 209,752 225.581 269.900 150.627 321.095 821,09s
D tc curreney equlpent loans 6"a.616 6O8.394 789.793 71.480 864.340 942,671 1.006.199 1.142,048
Foreign currency loan 167.438 144.934 170.343 157,024 155,624 160513 144,96S 171,687
lisom 2U- OL2& 1,29 1,92L, LZ8Mi 1.264iLJZ IM 1A .AlRIb !r.1ov^lo- s t(,) (70) to 9) 543) (91q -r ) (15) M-)
Nqkt Portfel I 9sl.oss 91.164 1,163,274 1,095.s= 1.2tNo.er 1-247.271 1.4ss.sss I.M.689
Property A Sea lemt (not) eoo0 111.9t2 72,i71 193M 210.2120 121422 231h 1ss.244
Oti les d=It. BS 6SS 85.328 59 020 68.375 s9 713 70 sss 76 664 79.226Property aquired ' roujh *oreclceure 43.767 47.028 54.621 59.261 70,224 49097 73.697 30.1e7
Revel from sol of foreclosed
properties nd 5ot.r. 68,280 00,a36 118.369 181,403 148.873 98.128 170.859 123.413
Total Other Aesta I85M2 MLU1 22f D 2S408 hM.$19 21A6M 321.240 282.7r
Total An 3.sts.78s 3.481.4e4 4,s4s.es1 4,0D4-e76 4,e74.3 4 s2L-3es 5.482.31e 5,82-
Curamt Li 7 LILM ML3 L.4II IZ2MIELS L W 1U
hot-W d lto m srs11988 1.47a u9 1.3 8.s12 1.725 826 1646.m900 2.236.745 2.187,700 2,s39s472
BorromIngs frm e 894 67,420 464r78e 725n690 495.819 622.276 546 297 759 179 7027018
Uorrowl go from C04A - a3.S00 - 14.701 22.201 21,00 24 771 27.000
St4 deb nt.ur SS1,260 97,240 74,008 65,516 98,288 70,908 110504 80.940
DivIdend, payable 7 7 3.348 7 7 3 3J,48 1
Texes pasyc lo - 1.720 8.227 2.572 3.547 16 5.984 8,989
Due to correspondent banks 40 093 34 .92 48 112 41 830 49 Soo 77.734 59 472 142,931
Accrued Interest nd others 228.221 269.6t8 287974 295003 331.779 8040T 391.562 $38.638
Totel current Iabilities 2,473,979 2L0 aso 3s075L871 2,840M44M 2.9M es9I19 se543l02D 4,341,0S4
L9g& LStia 299.426 342.690 366.288 448 ,6e 692 600 464,132 690,s90 657,468
S41 debentures 67.635 60.371 97.937 131.226 10686S 124.906 221.340 66,785Serrowinga from 09K a19 97 22.397 12.041 25.510 2810 81,066 21.44 67. So
Dorroulaga f m NIP ~~~169.187 66.716 244.017 186.999 211.599 190.980 242.886 141,108
iorrowIngs from ' .MIPP tb 100.014 10M90a 120.074 137. 100 160.100 168.197 162.400 171.444
Borrowlngs fronm IPCF 30.899 6.325 54 689 EMS 6.096 12.251 6.996 18.992
row from UW 4,705 438n1 6.700 8.096 11.596 S.7 14.945 3.616
Borsnefrom ECPP undt others 11.26 14.001 12,672 19.514 32.514 62.1*5 40.081 17.351
Frgncurrency borrowings 166.645 137,944 164.962 153 297 151.897 152.048 141.257 21.610
Allwac, for retirement and others -52.659 60,091 60.895 60 .141 69.492
Total Lena-term L pi bII ties 88107 ON.71 1.J0,5 14162.32 1.442,LIM 127L87 1.6111.4 1,2414aZ
P;ad-In Shere capital t6 b060 157,06i 177,060 167,060 182,060 162.060 202.060 197,060
Reserve and retained earnings 3:6T7 70.018 12.170 74.518 60.260 76,744 e6.096 82,497
Total -Limbl;tI*a anWd SEaita 3s51ZM Lal4314 4,346ee1 044S7s 4Z 74*A 4L eL2139 5 46231M s 8e23
IIMle4fr n. larsnlea 135,926 IS8,146 163.112 195.820 235.018 242,894 282,021 303,406
Long-ta gurnteea 63 632 81978 81S 944 1.178 1.138 2.673
Il gan rnLee lW1W2 s th78 113 931 MLM OS 3152 24am 2S34 WML079
AMOE
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PROJECT CaPIETIOK REPORT
REPUBLC OF KOREA
SMALL AND EDIWUM USTRY SAW
(LOAN 2215-OW)
Analysis of Loans In Arrears. 1981-7
tin won miillion)
191l 1982 1968
Number of Loans In Portfolio
Total Numr of Loans In Portfolio 28,718 89,18B 56,989
Number of Loans in Arrrs under 6 months 668 1,129 1,1U4
as X of Total Loans 8.0 2.9 1.8
Numr of Loan in Arrers over 6 months 225 410 384
as X of Total Loans 0.8 1.0 0.6
Numer of Loans in Arrers 1,098 1,659 1,498
as X of Totsl Loans 8.8 8.9 2.4
Principal Affected by Arrears
Total Principal Outstanding 1,486,860 1,808,687 2,171,866
Principal affected by aorars under 8 months 82,456 41,412 57,086
as X of total prineipal outstanding 2.2 2.8 2.7
Principal affected by arrears over 6 months 10,807 16,582 18,486
as X of total principal outstanding 0.7 0.9 0.6
Total principal affected by arrears 42,768 67,944 71,121
as I of total principal outstanding 2.9 8.2 83.
Actual Amounts In Arrears
Arrers under 6 months 81,879 89,220 58,168
as X of principal outstanding 2.1 2.2 2.5
Arrears over 6 months 6,717 18,882 16,284
as X of principal outstanding 0.6 0.8 0.7
Total arrears 40,096 68,102 69,892
as X of principal outstanding 2.7 8.0 8.2
ColIection Performnce
Arrears at beginalng of year
Principal 21,9865 84,445 46,618
Interest 8,929 8,6S1 7,484
Total 25,894 40,096 68,102
Amount falling due during year
Principal 0,866,761 10,045,189 12,170,082
Interest 214,100 204,846 199,918
Totel 6,560,861 10,260,085 12,869,946
Collections during year (cash only)
Principal 6,864,271 10,084,016 12,166,569
Interest 212,878 208,018 197,086
Tots l 6,566,649 10,287,029 12,858,656
Arrears at end of year
Principal 84,445 46,618 69,081
Interet 5,651 7,484 10,811
Tots 40,096 68,102 69,892
Collection ratio 100.6 100.6 100.6
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REPUBLIC OF KOREA
SMALL AND MEDIUM MACHINERY INDWSTRY PROJECT (LOAN 221S-11(0)
SMALL AND MEDIUM INDUSTRY SANK
PROJECT COMPLETION REPORT
Analysis of Loan. In Arrears, 1981-87
(in Won Million)
1984 1985 1996 1987
Number of Loans In Arreuru
Total Number of Loans In Portfolio 60,046 56,244 58,082 64,159
Number of Loans in Arrears under 6 months 1,809 685 487 570
as X of Total Loans 2.6 1.8 0.6 1.1
Number of Loans in Arrears over 6 months 250 249 760 497
as X of Total Loans 0.6 0.5 1.4 0.9
Number of Loans In Arrears 1,629 984 1,137 1,067
as X of Total Loans 8.2 1.6 2.2 2.0
Principal Affected by Arrears
Tote Principal Outstanding 2,406,247 2,774,686 8,870,442 4,176,693
Prilcipal effected by arrears under 6 months 66,705 65,005 88,049 45,046
is X of total principal outstanding 2.8 1.9 1.1 1.0
P ncepal affected by arrears over 6 months 4,184 9,4672 81,841 28,674
as X of total principal outstanding 0.2 0.8 0.9 0.6
Total principal affected by arrears 70,889 74,472 69,800 66,722
as X of total principal outstanding 8.0 2.2 2.0 1.6
Actual Amounts In Arrears
Arrears under 6 months 58,110 6e,096 82,742 48,267
as X of principal outstanding 2.4 1.6 1.0 1.0
Arrears over 6 months 6,108 12,280 27,643 25,348
as X of principal outstanding 0.8 0.4 0.6 0.6
Total arrears 64,216 67,866 60,585 66,616
as X of principal outstanding 2.7 2.0 1.6 1.6
Collection Performnce
Arrears at beginning of year
Principal 59,061 56,029 54,780 46,912
Interest 10,811 6,169 12,626 11,678
Totol 69,892 64,218 67,866 60,565
Amount falling due during year
PrIncipal 18,996,850 16,169,416 18,166,181 21,308,044
Interest 282,786 248,147 387,249 412,796
Tots! 14,229,086 16,412,662 16,498,860 21,720,840
Collections during year (cash only)
Principal 18,999,402 18,170,714 18,161,949 21,299,966
Interest 234,8658 286,710 B88,202 412,622
Tot l 14,284,260 16,409,424 16,500,151 21,712,810
Arrears at end of year
Principal 6e,029 54,780 46,912 56,966
Interest 6,199 12,626 11,687 11,647
Totsl 64,216 67,856 60,56 68,615
Collection ratio 100.5 100.4 100.8 100.8
RBWIC OF KOPPA
9~~~~me #aTImEDA L. M
PrrzTm cmdrnm
PROrZ cerzpN REPXR
P.'.ipatad snd to1.uai a 1084-7
i-e4he.^eznt". l§82987 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~~90
*rce39d' Mt.8 I . Prcjoced'"9 AaWel Phojoctodll Acua Prr,joce ctus I Frojsced Actua
Inter*t on local
currency loan. 255,707 220,871 880,710 237.9W8 402.685 267,329 511,851 Moe.713 66.S190 884,638 37S.756
Int erot car foreign
curlenCy loan. 2.097 1.619 5,2S2 3,.84 9.697 5.263 14.208 7,543 19,658 9.972 9,314
Interet en deotn seth
doesatc ba"=th 25.154 21,691 25,200 10.840 84.725 14.8an 41.475 28.849 45,62 31.523 83368
Interest on securities 68607 84,548 60o ,6 28.982 81.000 42.910 96,900 58.405 107.025 74.26 97.790
Interet on cal Il lon. O 10,060 2, 185 7600 1.703 9,120 1.16 O1880 2,607 13.040 1l940 1 488
Tout l ntareat Inca" 6172S SO.4M 4298.m0 22012 537.177 15 h7Sso 306Ml 8 6.6a8 4s2.ao 616.17S
Dividend an Investoent. SO 801 50 22 SO 825 S0 780 so 44 5S
Fe, And commissions .0S6 4.911 8,946 7.15 S.190 10,658 6.66e 16,542 8.670 25.799 37,008
Other inme 1S,031 4.273 18,945 51,4S6 lS,026 61,116 16,596 41,420 18.59 5o0o,6 52.957
Oro" Inco_ 367.84 3S9.899 44,321 s40.es6 s57.ses 40S.448 se8.624 455.829 8s72,256 Bs28ee 60661
Interest an deposits 25E,843 2s6,8s9 800,224 241,841 365,108 244.275 479.574 2a8.910 S95,3G5 2B9e992 340,26
Interet an born.. Ing.
from VOK/0ov't/SUPC 1.020 1.081 2.018 2,865 6,225 4 394 4,645 S790 6.241 7 045 U 1111 
Inter.t an for;egn borrowinog 1,600 1,893 4.285 2,675 8,07S 4,863 11.8S7 6.710 168407 9.092 76C00 0
Total lntarest Exan.a 26. 2M.20 S14. 246.S1 39t.9 2S.ES ZdLMj 2L1a41 ElE0 COl rn9z007
Contribution to Credit,
Oatrantee Fnd 1,948 2.068 2,524 2,506 8.284 2,768 4,179 8.197 5,424 3,625 4.066
GOnerl din i-trative
expenses 9.927 87,777 109.812 109,294 10W,S7 181,048 160,490 14S,880 198.9o8 15.6862 172.784
Other * e 2.900 5,618 8.486 4.485 4.188 16,802 5.020 80.269 6.024 80.806 24,901
IT% _mn .ale a40.se 42,84 S6SA16 l4,391 402.645 e4t.aoo 42924 M4S7 49,02 526M.
,U BeoelrvSioS ad124 tl4.722 1747 2&j t2 A t82, 27.1 1 44.S19 32.164 4S.48
Provi-lona for doubtful
loen. 5,016 2,e97 5,S5 8.997 7,102 - 9,882 1,033 12,8S4 2.54s
Ineaaa Bafre. Tax
eI' L17.6ZJ 1 2.142 LJM t ,Z90 2S49, 2.0 JE22 # 22 45 418
Tax S,146 7 6.485 186 8.421 98 12,453 1,S82 17,111 15.749 16.442
Not Inr_ Na *l7.0166)" .70 L01 Zia Z 11Z0£4 2A7S14 16 La 86Bws
cui aF
SMLL Ab flprH O nVJST RD WI (LOAN 2215486
C0eM krmTTOIL 8
PRD#:CT COMPL RB
Piactad 2nd At..nAla 7 ja6 aeka 1682-87
As of 31 Dcocree F r*o;j2 ZT Pocto3)W )= PrjaeIW4 Projected 1-21 )ZM- roj5984 rc=w |1p 18rojetd l@ 
Cmeh and Checks 110.Soo 116 185 182,600 1o 9211 159.300 282 a86 191,200 257,200 229,400 26,201 3119,709
Due from Bonk of Kore 61,226 838,79 ?8 768i s,467 97?429 109,116 119,790 49,042 149,671 176,a96 287,056
D PMst f. other
doreen, crbunks 63,000 45,482 180,000 687.0 10 ,000 48.2 182,000 82 951 191.00 64,787 " 448
Forsaip curreon deposits 500 4,448 900 6,699 1.500 6,104 2,500 2.182 4.000 4.182 6,448
short term too";:
SOelne loans 148,000 228 04o 189,000 87 .370 248,000 29.867 8a5 O,0 287.079 40o.000 481767 609,es8
rel populace loans 225,000 197,865 249,000 252.974 807,000 s09.98s 891000 8O44.51 505,000 454.426 849.386
Total Short-Term Loans S740 420-411 4S6.000 I70-344 00 a". 5 2sl.D 61E2so 02D 21se.z ese m
Securities 13.000 44,992 137.000 64,825 22 ,000 168.741 167 000 280 048 119,000 6783,67 7I4, 82
CalI loanns 48.000 - 2.000 4,76 62,000 10,885 74,000 189.276 89.000 9,312 74,566
Current maturitiee
Securities and dposits 814,000 841,300 898,000 851. 78 9.000 848,872 613,000 328.019 76.000 405,460 824,8m
Term loan. 1,180,997 1,112,108 1.871,824 1.202,7M1 1.787.588 1,420,805 2,228.906 1,521.611 2,641,6O6 1,425,751 1,600,12
Other current assets 26,658 168.149 82,568 220,165 61.140 21,918 9,858 842,597 155,424 457,469 691,481
Total Curra nt A_Ata 2M.1.88 2 S31-869 2.LZL.7 2L7fZ. 3.651.737 LL201.0J9 4M a.2J6 4mm J646 46L.t2UL 4M. L.207-746
Med ium-fLono-Torm, Aesets
Term loans:
Osmeral pouace 120,098 150,906 in8.000 214,690 177,000 176,006 826,000 221,217 480,000 261.275 296,179T rk izn,¢ ctal 169,449 132,221 1916000 o 187,04 211,000 219,661 146.000 295,426 200.000 806,804 806.456
;eu,mtnct 24.000 88,538 49 000 OD 625 80 000 69 ,67 12. 000 75,717 l86.000 126.709 212.949
For ;n currency equipmnt 36,067 20.089 61,806 82,597 93.o00 48,846 126,117 86,51 166,891 66,257 7,340
TTt 346579 341.691 444M80B 4U2978 1M0 C16 zaL1-17 "11,891 989 06 94
Lsem: Provjision for doubtful
loans (15or du (12.5287) (20,445) (16,060) (27,848) (2.550) (86,278) (2,861) (47,80S) (8,180) (1102)
Not Taer Loan Portfolio asLs38 8e404 424J fl .4779 26 s3a.66 S0Z,070 6ss99L SiL 9ILmg eLS6 s,es64
Other medium-/ long-ten.
oeh t ed;u-/lone-XtZ 49,828 45,689 63.862 65,062 74,399 79,597 85,907 118,940 96.707 111A,08 129.979
F; xgd Aoto
Preetees end squipsant (Nat) 63,736 68.970 78.S6 112,012 96,868 114,221 114,786 122,828 12,888 1835.206 146,997
To h*"tt 2,30S 2,77.0, 3 , S 838140 -32,E20 4-2et6.684 3 900,97 5.no74,10 4.-S1.949 6.6a6.X 11.11W.4 6.$18.3s8
Liptl;tig *d bMit
01vtual installomnt asuinga 3,028 - is,822 - 19,205 - 17,682 - 19,848 21,151
Dosmnd depoel to 299,000 486,627 874.400 676,906 475.800 809,806 585,000 639,7 en 01,900 984,5 SW.285,119
Time ad mv'ing deposits 1,161.700 1,068,419 1,465,000 1,015 655 1,885,000 1,014 027 2.295,000 1,276,817 2,646,000 1,678909 2.114,95
Property formation savopui
d -epits 81,000 sa,850 111,000 24,481 165,000 18,071 2a0,000 14.176 300,000 10.518 6,907
SA14bto t 1,41 I-ML.624 1.9S10.00 17W7196 2LIZL800 I.S0.61 3I,10W 2JEI7. 3.7.0 2,gH, a.42U,R42
Short-tern borrowings 1.500 18,865 2,200 37,955 3,000 82,967 4,000 62.614 5.500 73.299 117,076
Current maturities
Deposits 267,500 338,737 314,960 486,424 393,020 670,783 479,800 723,815 590.460 740,057 8S4,242
borrowings 997 2,916 2,824 7.034 5,368 15,461 8 98S 17,642 16.223 22,80- 18,42S
O.r eurrent linbilitie 175,000 184,029 228,000 229,426 296,000 326,476 385,000 404,96 500.000 516,798 618,542
Total CurrentLimbiee L.biit 968697 2.111.11 4929304 2498.i 3.23.18 2L926M 3,987.7Za a367. 4.990.03 S.MJ 5.036.427
Ned i um-/Long-Tera
lblit;es
*etual mnstail lnt
"evI ;ngs 263.80O 264.58 330,400 391,328 419,800 454,150 516,100 488,963 645,800 513,125 S59,680
Tim and savings deposits 88,900 66,843 111.140 59,021 121,480 59,566 153,800 78,253 197.540 144,434 175.5^3
Prowpty, formation eav.nge
dePot. b9 1i38,100 217,799 173,100 306,194 199,9G0 294,104 240,300 341.47S 318,30 415.,773 422.571
Total Ters peooit 490,O 549 614r, 756.4 742.1a 8 07910. ,908.689 Jal 1,07, 1,157.744
Sorrowinge
b80K 13.000 12.779 23.000 18,688 36.000 21,113 49,000 21,939 63,000 22,2a0 28.430
SMIPC 100 - 300 - 600 - 1,000 - 1.500 -
Government - 2,720 - 5,043 - 6,083 - 9.388 - 13,030 15.120
ADM 12,861 7,267 27 285 1i,142 49,761 24,782 58,550 28.512 83,669 33.975 15.739
138D 21,173 15,634 37,347 22,853 48,612 28,025 78,475 39.937 96.278 47,117 33,366
Other. -
Total tar.. borrowin 47.4M 3, 087. 61.9 26 13S.90 187.02 9±.776 244.447 116oa4 92.i6
Lea: Current maturities 99, 2,916 2.824 7,034 5,368 15,461 8.98S 17,642 16.223 22,809 18,425
Net term borro in 46.137 34I4 86.108 U.82 1286 64.U 1.02134 22.224 930 74.
Othoe long-term lisbilitie- - - 2- - 7,330 - 13,704 14,488
o56.3 S!b8 6C9.748 811.435 69 872. LOSS4 1018.l 1.389.864 1.180.632 1.246.467
fr&j" f42r...*tdr"t 43.370 3 ~ 24. 53.869 31, 66.703 400.88463 &9,464 12S0 73.762 BlUL
Paid-in Capital 40,000 37,623 50,000 45.247 60,000 56,131 70,000 68,456 80,000 82.223 96,001
Capital surplus 71 71 71 29,681 71 6,103 71 6,103 71 6,103 6.103
Resrves and retained
earnings 23.761 2,810 29,468 (23,546) 36,937 3 45,231 12,740 53,905 21.374 39,681
Toti2 IsJ.i t 63.832 40.504 79.539 51.362 97.00 62L237 1s1.,0 L.29 133 976 109.700 141,785
Eav;te 2.630.836 2.770.882 33.331.0 3.392. 4.2.68 0 5,279, 4.521.949 6.636.932 S3655 420 6.518.338
RMtU OQF KCREA
.4ALL ANDMEDlUMt ACHINERY INDUSTRY PROJECr (LAN 221j6-3K0)
CITIZ0S 6 TXONU, 8AW (LOWN 2144-lW)
PROJECr COMLJETION REPORT
Proiocted and AcprI F f iscial Ratio,. 1962-87
(i onilon)
Projectcd Actunl Projeted tual Projected A-c lNT Projtctud I Actu Projected Actual
Iv"e W" ZODn2.3.8 2.770.8 3,3.31.5 3.392.6 4.25,6.7 3.90D.9 5.270.8 4i2.0 Sn636.0 .56M.4 6.518.3
Short'tera leans 374.0 420.4 438.0 570.3 550.0 $98.8 706.0 631.2 914.0 886.2 959.3
ledeum/ltong-ters loons 1,527.6 1.453.8 1,816.6 1,696.7 2.298.4 1,929.4 2,961.0 2.170.5 3,835.9 2,178.8 2,555.1
Deposits *ith other banks 117.5 126.9 198.9 161.0 266.5 216.1 290.5 308.8 327.0 341 4 375.5
V"nt n LonrteT rm DebLt
.osite les than 1 year) 1,541.7 1,586.6 1,950.4 1,737.2 2,525.8 1,860.6 3,110.0 2,148.0 3,877.9 2,638 4 3,428.2
Deposit.a or, than 1 yeor) 758.3 887.9 929.6 1,243.0 1,134.2 1,478.6 1,390.0 1,632.5 1,752.1 1,813.4 2,012.0
Long-ter debt:
8OK/Covernment/StIPC 13.1 15.5 23.3 23.9 35.6 27.2 49.9 31.3 64.5 35.3 43.6
AD8/IBM 34.0 22.9 64.6 36.0 98.4 52.8 137.0 68.4 170.9 81.1 49.1
Eau ity 63.8 40.5 79.5 5&_4 97.0 2w 11S.3 8,.3 134.0 109.7 142.8
e11ta debt . uitty raeto 40.2:1 67.4:1 40.9:1 65.0:1 42.9:1 61.7:1 44.8:1 50.8:1 48.5:1 47.8.1 45.0:1
Long-term debt/ratio La 14.4:1 13.S:1 10.1:1 0.3:1 9.1:2 8.2:1
Current ratio / 1.11:1 1.1:1 1.11:l 1.1:1 1.10:1 1.1:1 1.09:1 1.1:1 1.09:1 1.1.1 1.1 1
Orroe nm an S of Awrare 15.8 14.2 15.0 11.1 14.7 11.1 14.7 10.8 14.7 10 7 10.2
Financial expense as S of
average total asrs 11.0 10.8 10.5 8.0 10.4 7.0 10.4 6.0 10.4 6.2 6.0
Ores seread (gross income- 
financial expanses) 4.8 3.4 4.5 3.1 4.3 4.1 4.3 4.8 4.3 4.6 4.2
Income before provisions and tax z
oo S of avergee total so"ets 0.9 - 0.9 - 0.9 0.02 0.9 0.6 1.0 0.7 0.8 to
Income after provisions and te
as 6 of average total seeet 0.2 - 0.2 - 0.2 0.02 0.2 0.6 0.3 0.3 0.5 l
Income after provisions and tax
as S of average equity 7.8 - 8.0 - 8.5 1.3 10.4 33.1 12.2 14.1 23.0
Ceneral adm,n;strative expense
as S of average total asots 3.9 3.6 3.7 3.6 3.4 3.6 3.4 3.4 3.3 3.2 2.9
Cost of deposits aa S of overage
depeoits outstanding 12.5 12.1 11.9 8.8 11.8 7.7 11.8 6.7 11.8 7.0 6.9
Cost of foreign currency debt as
S of average foreign currnency
debt outstanding 7.4 8.1 8.7 8.8 9.0 10.7 10.1 11.1 10.4 12.2 11.7
IncAas from business loans as Sof averag, business luana
outst ndon 16.7 14.0 16.3 11.6 16.3 11.3 16.3 12.2 16.3 11.8 11.6
Book value so I of par value 160 108 159 114 162 III 165 128 167 133 148
Income from populace loons as 6 of
average populace loans outstanding 16.7 14.8 18.3 11.7 16.3 11.4 16.3 11.7 16.3 11.7 11.7
Income free foreign currency
loans as S of average foreign
curroncy lo n. outstanding 9.3 9.5 10.6 9.9 11.9 11.5 12.1 12.2 12.3 12.9 13.5
,1 Long-term debt * long-term guarantees * current maturities - reounerated mutual inetallosent savings - installment Savings received under the loan on instal Isent saings - loans
covered with time deposits, installment ravings deposits, mutual inetallment ravinp deposits and workers' property formation savings deposits to tota unvias.aed paid-;h capital.
aurplus and reaerves.k Current asets * current maturities - remunerated mutual installment savings to current liabilities - current maturities - reaunerated mutual installment av-ngs.
ROflLC OF 
OWL AND M DU11HB )AlUOY INSETRY PR0JEC' aLm) 22K0
crTISM SnD3FuL SA
PRDJB:r coILV"N Rl
An,-llsi oii'm 011n:5-192m-8
Toutl lnoa outstding 752.eo9 1,874,210 29.152 2.267,071 894,196 2,S2S. 876.078 2,801.782 875.605 3,604.990 917,358 8.914,sa2
Leme: Outetandins taron In
arm" period m,02 29.2ee 1.064 7,844 1.871 88,207 1.784 62.827 2,49 97. I6 3.816 114.019
Leoe In repyant dtge 751,818 1.8"4,911 828,0e 2,2£9., 892.627 2.489,978 874,294 2,789,045 78,006 2,967,821 913,42 8,400D,83
Outetanding amotunt af lewon
affectd by nrranra 186,885 204,066 18,642 220.828 184.982 25,893 1a6.877 839.715 147,128 385.1n9 1i5.6 409.45s
A.-
Principal 156,88 2,487 188,64 31.000 184,982 s .65 156,877 48,066 147,128 46.089 135,696 47 82
Inter"t 9.814 10,190 8e52s 8t117 8.017 9,868
TOArlA 41.10 A4LLZ 
Lons" affected by ar"rear as X
of total loans outstning 10.9 9.7 11.7 32.1 11.9 11.7
Touta arrears as I of total
loans outstandi no 2.0 1.8 1.7 1.8 1.8 1.6
Total afrears of principal as S
of total loan in Payaent staep 1.5 1.4 1.4 1.6 1.6 1.4
Collection rate (5)
Pr incipalI 961.5 97.4 97.7 97.8 97.9 97.9
nterst 95.2 95.9 97.0 976s 97.8 97.0
12UL ot NA sz 97, ILA
Reachedulings and grite-offa
Loe rescheuled 7.64 61.278 5.224 43,275 2,572 84.,5 2,871 88.725 3.789 47.815 8.713 47.709
Lonan written off 20 180 802 551 1,212
Otanngloans
Ani, $ LT ; M r asefaffect by arrears Total Principal Arrner
2-3 monthii 97,431 S09,68 29,105
3-6 en6Xo 14,215 52,273 10,709
6-12 month& 10I t,S SS,415 4,257
Over 12 ths 15,2S7 141202 3?52
Mae., rntirt iort 147 3,406 846 896 280 5,174 45 2.,12 2 591 a 1,3W9
SMALL FrMI MqJ 
>||*Wrrs am
Col lis"~m ag'yjfO 1982.87
btuwri dring
Pringcipal i erm rrsncopol an ndf t% Prirc Wf= p1mmic", o£il- Prri%nrs6ol F§ 1Serl
hsuip.ut l1a In local
crr> 2 11 144 21.219 7 S82 21,870 7.S28 2B,89 2.128 7 a86 28.484 90.9 97.7 98.6196w 242 170 28.911 8.127 24.18$ 829 82 460 28 722 6.016 81,7 8 98.2 96.6 98.61984 877 s8 24'72 9'8so 28 6.8 9'68 86s240 24,712 9,80 84'042 96.6 96.6 96.61988 8,211 18 8S6012 111'S. aS.2:8 S1a"46 469 no S6 012 11R.' A 46.s81 91.6 99.6 93.41966 s,699 289 *1'522 32.869 47.281 18,108 60's2s 41.628 12.818 54,840 87.9 97.8 90.11967 4.942 460 88.170 19,987 41.112 20,487 61, 549 170 19 776 85 946 as.0 96.8 90.9
!guipant loaI n fIrn
c.urrncs
c 1r8n2 4 a"894 1687 898 I687 2,8 as6a 1,619 2,482 96.1 98.9 97.9188 SS 18 2,974 .1071 S,082 8l2119 6.1.51 2 81 8.084 5,855 98.0 97.8 9s.21984 667 614 6 a185 s,299 6,802 5's11 122616 6'1Ss 5,299 11,484 90.2 91.2 go.61986 1.819 1 O,6 10'066 8.092 11.7s 9.185 21,080 10,066 7E4s 17,69 84.7 82.4 86.7low6 4,089 2.108 18,884 11,012 17.918 18.118 81,028 18,854 9.972 28.626 77.8 76.0 76.81987 4.872 1.780 47,818 $:,99 51.687 10771 62,'547 47,816s 9,814 6.629 91.5 86.s 90.7
Itork;n9g Caital I Ia n t0 hd.
1982 7,702 8,891 881.267 84 226 8sss99 88,117 447,086 849.719 s5,099 434.818 97.4 e6 97.81983 9,2so S.018 S76.666 86,807 s885906 89,825 678,781 576.482 87.081 682.518 98.2 96.9 98.01984 ~~~~~~~10.673 2769 788.044 101,821 79,817 104.290 897,907 783.04 101.521 884,85 9. 78 9.1988 11 425 2,a 987,884 11 851 999 ,289 1W20.484 1.119.74 97 ,84 11, 947 1,106,781 98 9 9. I98.1986 10.084 1 68e 1 097.279 180 411 1,107,818 182 047 1.289,860 1 097,279 1a092 1.228,207 99.1 99.2 9.1 V1967 1SU778 1,989 1.257,080 143.520 1.268,808 145,509 1.414.817 1,257.080 148.167 1.400,197 99.1 98.4 9.0o
G 9ea 8W,19 6,45lo 6 419,109 128.7 427n628 V4W24 56186S2 408668 1m7.916 56.084 96.6 9e.8 98.s198 is,8960 6,808 s44.6s 14,828 864829 149,986 7183468 543.596 142.906 686.501 96.5 95.8 96.21984 28.249 4,916 718,086 162.a8 788.805 186,98 095,244 715.056 162,028 877,079 96.9 97.1 96.91985 26,600 4,713 68.806 8 179.264 8905.405 188,977 1,079,882 868,805 179 467 1.048,272 97.0 97.6 97.11e6 27 197 4, 089 oe5097 190 218 1.028 294 194 257 1,216 ,81 995e0 7 190.892 .e1s8.989 9V. 98.3 97.51987 26,731 5,644 980,011 212.418 9742 218,062 1.174,s80 90 ,01 210,818 1,140,824 97.2 96,7 97.1
1982 16.876 9.491 792 489 222 03 886s 281.804 1 040 899 780 378 221.990 1I002.868 06.5 95.9 96.81988 28.487 9 ,14 1 148.186 241,668 1.1620 281,177 1.427:797 1,145.620 240 ,97 1.386.607 97.4 9s.9 97.21904 85,886 8,528 1,528,947 278,178 1,884 81 285,701 1.861.014 1,528.947 278.173 1,807,120 97.7 07.0 97.6190s 48,055 8.117 1.901,707 816,846 1,944 762 824,962 2.269,724 1 901,707 317.256 2,218,968 97.8 97.8 97.819e6 46.99 e o017 2,147,762 844.510 2,194 741 852,827 2.547,2s6 2,147752 344 610 2 492 862 97.9 97.8 97.819e7 47,828 9,8s6 2.270,626 884,916 P,8,349 394,779 2.71,128 2 ,27026 88 ,070 2,888,596 97.9 97.0 97.8
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5. Status of Covenants
Section Activity Remarks
Loan Agreement:
3.03 Establish Coordination Council Satisfactory
for the overall coordination of
project
Project Agreement (SMIPC):
2.02 Employ a consultancy firm for Satisfactory
assistance to implement PROTIP A firm was hired but
and to develop training programs subsequently released
with Bank agreement
2.03 Comply with procurement procedures Satisfactory
2.06 Exchange views with regard to Satisfactory
project progress
2.07 Appoint at least two staff members Satisfactory
to collaborate with consultants in
identifying training needs
2.08 Participate in Coordinating Satisfactory
Council
3.04 Levy charges for PROTIP services Not in compliance
and training to recover a portion
of direct costs:
- local consultants: 102
-foreign consultants: 30? by 1986,
and gradually increased to 80?
in 1991 and thereafter
- top management training: 70?
in 1983-86 and 80% in 1988
and thereafter
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5. Status of Covenants
Section Activity Remarks
-on-the job training: 30% in
1983-86 and 50X in 1987 and
thereafter
3.05 Reorganize Extension Service Satisfactory
Departments I and II
4.02 Furnish audited finar.cial Satisfactory
reports within five months
after the end of each fiscal year
Project Agreement (CNB, KLB, SMIB):
2.10 Participate in Coordination Satisfactory
Council
4.01 Furnish audited financial state- Satisfactory
ments within five months after the
end of each fiscal year
4.04 Exchange views with regard to the Satisfactory
administration, operations and
financial conditions
6. Use of Bank Resources
A. Staff Inputs
---------------
_----------------_------------------_------------__-_-----_--__._--_-------_-_--_--__--_.--------__------------
Stage of
Project Cycle FY79 FY80 FY81 FY82 FY83 FY84 FY85 FY86 FY87 PY88 FY89 TOTAL
Preparation 4.6 5.5 19.8 61.2 - - - - -
-
- 91.1
Appraisal - - - 12.1 6 - - - - - - 18.1 
a
Negotiations - - - - 3.8 - - -
- -
3.8 ,
Lending Operations 0.3 0.4 2.7 3.6 10.6 - _ _ -
- 17.6
Supervision - - - - 3.8 9.1 6.3 12.4 4.1 
7.2 3.S 46.4 1
Completion - - - - - - - - -
- 1.8 1.8
Administration - - - - 2.3 1.3 0.5 0.2 1 -
- 5.3
TOTAL 4.9 5.9 22.5 76.9 26.5 10.4 6.8 12.6 5.1 
7.2 5.3 184.1
B. Missions
Stage of I Month/ I No, of lDays In I Specialization I Performance I Types of
Projoct Cycle I Year I Persons I Field I Represonted Rating I Problem
Through Approisal:I 8/76 1 2 14 lIndustrial Economics I - I _
I 10/78 I 1 1 4 lIndustrial Economics I - I -
I 1/79 1 1 1 7 IDevelopment Banking I I  -
I 8/79 I 1 1 2 1D)velopment Banking I - I -
1 7/79 I 1 I 21 iDevelopm.nt Banking I - I -
I 10/79 1 1 I 5 jDevelopment Banking I - I -I 11/79 1 1 1 7 IDevelopment Banxing I - I -
1 7/80 I 1 I 7 IDevelopsent Banking - I -58/81 1 21 14 1Dovelopmnt Banking o -I -
I 5/81 I 5 1 7 IDovelopmsnt Banking I - I _ I
I I I IVocational Education I I I
I I I lExtension Service I I
I S/S1 I 6 1 21 IDevelopment Banking I - I _
1 1/62 1 4 1 14 IDvelopment Banking I - I -
I I 5 lIndustrial Economics I I
I I I lExtension Service I I
Appraisal through 1 6/82 ; 4 | 14 Doevelopment Banking I - | _ I
Board Approval I I ILaw I I u
II I I II 
Board Approval 1 2/83 1 1 1 7 IDavolopment Banking IMinor Problems INone I
through
Effectiveness I I I I I I I
Supervision: I I I I I
Mission 1 I 9/88 I 1 I 10 lIndustriml Economics IMinor Problems INA
Mission 2 1 2/84 1 8 1 14 IDevelopment Banking IMinor Problems 1NA
Mission 8 1 9/84 I 4 I 21 IDevelopment Banking IMinor Problem INA I
I I I IProduction Engineeringl I 1
Mission 4 1 6/85 1 2 1 14 IDevWlopmsnt Banking IMinor Problems IFunds Availability
I I I I IMinor Problems IProject Management I
I I I UIMinor P obles IDevelopment Impact I
I I I I Iuodersto Probloe s Ovoral Status I
Mission S I 11/86 I 1 1 7 iDevelopment Banking IMinor Problem IFunds Availability I
I I I I IMinor Problems IProject Management I
I I I IMinor Problems iDevelopment Impact I
I |I I IModorate Problem lOvorall Status I
Mission 6 5/68 I 2 1 7 IDevelopment Banking IMinor Problems IFunds Availability I
I I I I IMinor Probloes IProject Managemnt I
IMinor Problem IDoevelopment Impact I
IModerate Problems (Ovoeoll Status
__________________ ---- --------- _____________----------------------------------------------------------
